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Disciplinary Core Ideas
Life Science

 
From molecules to organisms: 

Structures and processes
LS1.A: Structure and function
LS1.B: Growth and development of 

organisms 
LS1.C: Organization for matter & energy 

flow in organisms
LS1.D: Information processing

Ecosystems: Interactions, 
energy, and dynamics

LS2.A: Interdependent relationships in 
ecosystems

LS2.B: Cycles of matter and energy 
transfer in ecosystems

LS2.C: Ecosystem dynamics, functioning, 
and resilience

LS2.D: Social interactions and group 
behavior

Heredity: Inheritance and 
variation of traits

LS3.A: Inheritance of traits 
LS3.B: Variation of traits

Biological change:  
Unity and diversity

LS4.A: Evidence of common ancestry
LS4.B: Natural selection
LS4.C: Adaptation
LS4.D: Biodiversity and humans

Earth & Space Science 
 

Earth’s place in the universe 

ESS1.A: The universe and its stars
ESS1.B: Earth and the solar system
ESS1.C: The history of planet Earth

Engineering, Technology, and the Application of Science 

ETS1: Engineering design
ETS2: Links among engineering, technology, science, and society
ETS3: Applications of science

Earth’s systems 

ESS2.A: Earth materials and systems
ESS2.B: Plate tectonics and large-scale 

system interactions
ESS2.C: The roles of water in Earth’s 

surface processes
ESS2.D: Weather and climate
ESS2.E: Biogeology

Earth and human activity 

ESS3.A: Natural resources
ESS3.B: Natural hazards
ESS3.C: Human impacts on Earth systems
ESS3.D: Global climate change

Physical Science 
 

Matter and its interactions 

PS1.A: Structure and properties of matter
PS1.B: Chemical processes
PS1.C: Nuclear processes

Motion and stability: Forces 
and interactions

PS2.A: Forces, fields, and motion
PS2.B: Types of interactions
PS2.C: Stability and instability in physical 

systems

Energy
PS3.A: Definitions of energy
PS3.B: Conservation of energy and energy 

transfer
PS3.C: Relationship between energy and  

forces & fields
PS3.D: Energy in chemical processes and 

everyday life

Waves and their applications in
technologies for information transfer

PS4.A: Wave properties
PS4.B: Electromagnetic radiation 
PS4.C: Information technologies and 

instrumentation







 

RCS Science Instructional Model  

Overview 

A high-quality science unit is defined as a science content storyline—the sequence of main learning goals 

across lessons and the sequence of science ideas within lessons. Thoughtful sequencing of main learning 

goals and science ideas along with matched activities/investigations is critical to planning coherent science 

content storylines for students and to the students’ ability to construct the storyline for themselves and 

make sense of the anchoring phenomenon. 

Storyline Components 

Anchoring Phenomenon: An anchoring phenomenon connects all student learning and science ideas within a 

unit; it is a naturally occurring event that the students are trying to make sense of throughout the unit. 

Unit Learning Goal: A unit learning goal is the big science idea (disciplinary core idea—DCI) that students are 

expected to learn and take away from the unit; the unit learning goal shows the relationship among science 

ideas that can be used to explain multiple phenomena; serves to organize supporting science ideas, 

activities/investigations, and vocabulary; the unit goal is teacher facing. 

Unit Driving Question: The Unit Driving Question should be related to the anchoring phenomenon and gives 

students a purpose what they are learning throughout the unit; the Unit Driving Question is developed by the 

class by using questions from the Driving Question Board; students will work to answer this question by the 

end of the unit. 

Unit Activities/Investigations: Keep in mind that the activities and investigations you choose to for the unit 

need to be closely matched to the unit learning goal and the lesson main learning goal with a focus on the 3-

dimensions of the TN Academic Standards—Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCIs), Science & Engineering Practices 

(SEPs), and Crosscutting Concepts (CCCs).  

Lesson Framework 

Lesson Main Learning Goal: To identify the complete science concept you want students to learn (for teacher) 

• The lesson main learning goals has the same requirements of the unit learning goal; the lesson main 

learning goal also focuses attention on how the science ideas in a lesson are sequenced and linked to 

one another and to lesson activities/investigations to help students construct a coherent story that 

makes sense to them.* 

*The first step in creating a coherent science content storyline in a series of lessons is to identify the 

main learning goal of the lesson—what big idea do you want students to learn in this lesson? 

Lesson Focus Question: To provide a focus for the lesson that keeps attention on main learning goal (for 

students); each lesson in the unit will have its own focus question that will be introduced at the beginning and 

highlighted throughout 

• A focus question sets the purpose for the lesson (or series of lessons) by focusing students’ attention 

on the intended learning goal for the lesson; while the main learning goal for the lesson is teacher 

facing, the focus question is student facing, but should closely match the main learning goal and be in a 

language students understand. Ideal uses of the focus question are to: 

o elicit students’ initial ideas at the beginning of a lesson, 

o engage students’ interest in the science content of the lesson, 

o serve as an organizer throughout the lesson, and 

o bring closure to the storyline at the end of the lesson. 
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Link Science Ideas:  To make the science content storyline visible to students and engage students in thinking 

about science ideas related to the anchoring phenomenon and activities/investigations, you should: 

• make explicit links between science ideas and activities (before, during, and after each

activity/investigation)

• link science ideas to other science ideas

o Before lesson: link to ideas from previous lessons

o During lesson: as appropriate

o End: link ideas developed during lesson and in previous

lessons; foreshadow next lesson

• highlight key science ideas and focus question throughout—multiple

times throughout lesson

• make key science ideas visible by keeping track of them on an Idea

Tracker, a poster/chart paper that stays hanging in the classroom

Set-up for Activity/Investigation 

• The purpose of the activity as it relates

to the main learning goal and to the

developing storyline.

• Set-up for the activity makes explicit

links to science ideas.

• Students should be required to think

or make predictions about their ideas

related to the learning goal before they

being the activity/investigation.

Activity/Investigation 

• Activities/investigations are designed so

so that it requires students to make links

between the activity/investigation and

the science ideas and use specific SEPs &

CCCs throughout.

Follow-up to Activity/Investigation 

• Follow up the activity/investigation by

focusing on linking the activity with

science ideas and the science content

storyline.

Synthesize and Summarize: The science content storyline needs to be tied together at the end of the lesson 

• A summary statement is one way to make connections between science ideas or between science

ideas and activities/investigations addressed in the lesson and to highlight how they support the main

learning goal of the lesson and the anchoring phenomenon.

• Give students the opportunity to revisit the Driving Question Board and revise their initial claim and

model to help make sense of the anchoring phenomenon, as well as the class consensus model.

Activities/investigations should ALWAYS be matched 

to the main learning goal and connect back to the 

anchoring phenomenon! There may be one or more 

than one activity or investigation in each lesson. If 

there is more than one, you will always do the set-up, 

activity, and follow-up for each activity or 

investigation and number them. For example, Set-up 

for Activity 1, Activity 1, and Follow-up to Activity 1.  

One important aspect of the activities/investigations is 

to provide opportunities of content representations 

and models matched to the learning goal.  



RCS Science Instructional Model
Day 1 
The structure of Day 1 is a little different than the remaining days in the unit because it sets the stage and 

purpose fort the ENTIRE unit. 

Lesson Main Learning Goal: To identify the complete science concept you want students to learn (for teacher) 

• The lesson main learning goals has the same requirements of the unit learning goal; the lesson main

learning goal also focuses attention on how the science ideas in a lesson are sequenced and linked to

one another and to lesson activities/investigations to help students construct a coherent story that

makes sense to them.*

*The first step in creating a coherent science content storyline in a series of lessons is to identify the

main learning goal of the lesson—what big idea do you want students to learn in this lesson?

Introduction: 

• Introduce anchoring phenomenon

• Allow students to make observations and ask questions about the

phenomenon

• In small groups, students will share their questions and develop one

question for their group and record it in their notebooks; the group

question and all other questions will be displayed on the Driving

Question Board in clusters by similarity.

Unit Driving Question: Here the Unit Driving Question is established instead 

of the lesson focus question. 

• Based on group questions, the class will develop a driving question

that they will work towards answering to make sense of the

phenomenon.

• Elicit student ideas about the driving question by having students

develop an initial model and claim.

Set-up for Activity: 

• Review the driving question.

• In small groups, have students discuss their initial models and

claims and write their initial science ideas (including misconceptions)

on multiple agree/disagree charts—one idea per chart.

Activity: 

• Have students add sticky notes to the T-charts justifying why they

agree or disagree. (Their justifications will first come from personal

experience since content has not been taught yet.)

• Students can add stickies with evidence on them to the “Agree” or

“Disagree” side of each claim, throughout the unit. You can use

different colors of stickies for each source of evidence (e.g.,

Experiment-pink, Personal experience-green, Video-blue...).

Follow-up to Activity: 

• Students share ideas about the claims and relate their ideas to the driving question.

• As a class, work together to develop a class consensus model, starting with the initial model students

developed on their own.
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Summarize/Synthesize: 

• Students summarize one or more claims (science ideas) they agree with and why, as well as one or

more they may disagree with and why.

Link to Next Lesson: 

• Teacher links anchoring phenomenon, driving question, and science ideas/claims to next lesson.

Credits: 

https://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/ 

https://bscs.org/  

https://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/
https://bscs.org/
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7.PS1.4 Chemical reactions

7.PS1.5 Physical and chemical properties
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7.LS1.1 Cell organelles

7.LS1.2 Cell membrane and passive transport

7.LS1.3 Comparing cells

7.LS1.4 Levels of organization from cell to organism

7.LS1.5 Body systems

7.LS1.6 Behavior and structural adaptations

7.LS1.7 Sexual and asexual reproduction

7.LS1.8 Growth and development of organisms (mitosis)

7.LS1.9 Cycling of matter and flow of energy

7.LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

7.LS2.1 Cycles of matter and energy transfer in ecosystems

7.LS3: Heredity

7.LS3.1 Variation of traits

7.LS3.2 Mitosis and meiosis

7.LS3.3 Genetic probability

7.ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

7.ESS3.1 Composition of the atmosphere

7.ESS3.2 Human activity and climate change

7.ETS2: Links Among Engineering, Technology, Science, and Society

7.ETS2.1 Bioengineering Solution
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 Pacing Guide: Essential Standards are bolded and highlighted in yellow. 

Grading Period Standards 

Q2 
44 Instructional Days* 

Storyline 
A Medical Mystery2 

October 9-December 19 

7.LS1.5 Body systems (processes and interactions) 2 

7.LS1.4 Levels of organization from cell to organism2 

7.LS1.1 Structure and function of cell organelles2 

7.LS1.2 Cell membrane and passive transport2 

7.LS1.9 Photosynthesis and cellular respiration—cycling of matter and flow of
energy2 

7.ETS2.1 Bioengineering solution/biomaterials2 

Grading Period Standards 

Q3 & Q4 
49 Instructional Days* 

7.LS1.3
January 8-12 

Storyline 
Superhero Origin Stories3

January 16-March 7 

7.LS2.1
7.ESS3.1
7.ESS3.2

March 8-22 

7.LS1.3 Comparing cells across kingdoms

7.LS1.7 Sexual and asexual reproduction3

7.LS3.2 Mitosis vs. meiosis3

7.LS1.8 Growth and development (mitosis) 3

7.LS3.3 Genetic probability (ratios/Punnett squares) 3 

7.LS3.1 Variation of traits3 

7.LS1.6 Behavioral and structural adaptations3 

7.LS2.1 Cycles of matter and energy transfer in ecosystems (carbon and oxygen)

7.ESS3.1 Composition of the atmosphere

7.ESS3.2 Human activity and climate change

Grading Period Standards 

Q4 

Review Testing April 1-12 (based on preliminary TCAP dates) 

State Testing April 15-May 3 (preliminary dates) 

STEM Investigations/End-of-Year Activities 

*Two instructional days were subtracted for district benchmark testing.

Grading Period Standards 

Q1 
37 Instructional Days 

7.PS1.6
August 14-17 

Storyline 
Bath Bombs1

August 18-September 29 

Classroom Procedures, Get-To-Know-You Activities, Introduce phenomena and the 
three dimensions (SEPs, CCCS, & DCIs) with a focus on Scientific Modeling 

7.PS1.6 States of matter with respect to temperature and pressure

7.PS1.3 Composition of matter (pure substances or mixtures)1 

7.PS1.5 Periodic Table Trends—physical and chemical properties1 

7.PS1.1 Structure of atoms1 

7.PS1.2 Elemental and compound molecules1 

7.PS1.4 Chemical reactions/Law of Conservation of Mass1

https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BD98iXhPOvd4g79_TtzDQ2Q
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBfWwjTu1CGqc7Oqo6jK5QbA
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbkkPyiZ4UNIhmy8IVumA8ABep-Zm91ifRrWNx2J_9lLFQ
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7.PS1.1 
Develop and use models to illustrate the structure of atoms, including the subatomic particles with their 
relative positions and charges. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Models should include a nucleus containing positively charged protons and neutrons without charge. Students should 
recognize that electrons are located outside of the nucleus but are not responsible for creating models for the 
distribution of all electrons, nor are they expected to list full configurations for electrons. These ideas may still be 
desirable to lead students to an understanding of valence electrons. Students should see the relationship between the 
number of valence electrons possessed by an element and its location on the periodic table.  

Student should connect the components of their models (protons, neutrons, electrons) to arrangement of the periodic 
table. Models including locations and charges of subatomic particles are sufficient to explain relative sizes of atoms 
(the force of protons on electrons). These same discussions of atomic radius can extend into the general 
electronegativity trends, arising from repulsion of electrons as they are condensed in smaller radii. The idea of high 
electronegativity combining with low electronegativity will support patterns observable in way elements combine on 
the periodic table (7.PS1.5). 

(Discussions of valence electrons should be limited to elements with only one common oxidation state, and only those 
with valence electrons in S and P orbitals.) 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Matter and Its Interactions 

1. Atoms are the smallest unit of matter and they have a nucleus of positively charged protons and neutrons 
without a charge surrounded by negatively charged electrons. 

2. Using the periodic table to identify the number of subatomic particles in an atom (protons = atomic number, 
electrons = protons, neutrons = atomic mass – atomic number). 

3. Valence electrons are located in the outer shell of an electron and the number of valence electrons effect the 
element’s location on the periodic table, reactivity, electronegativity, and many other properties of an 
element. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Develop a model of an atom to show the relative position and charges of the subatomic particles (structure 
and function). 

2. Using information from the Periodic Table, identify the structure and function of the subatomic particles of a 
given element (analyzing and Interpreting data). 

3. Construct an explanation of the relationship between an element’s location on the periodic table to its valence 
electrons, reactivity, and electronegativity (patterns). 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When solid bath bombs are added to water, they 
start breaking apart, and gas bubbles appear on and 
around them for a few minutes, until no solid is left. 

• Ancient Egyptians used copper vessels to keep water 
fresh and safe to drink. 
*This blog is for teacher information. 

Investigative: 

• There is lightning during a rainstorm. 

• When a balloon is rubbed on a person’s head their 
hair stands up. 

• A PVC pipe can make an orb levitate. 
 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! Bath Bombs Teacher Guide (storyline unit goes with bath bombs anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.PS1.1-1.5) 

o Bath Bomb folder 

• Lesson from TDOE: Developing and using models (lesson goes with balloon or copper anchoring phenomenon) 

• Make a Levitating Orb (investigation goes with tinsel orb anchoring phenomenon)  

• Parts of an Atom Challenge (lesson goes with tinsel orb anchoring phenomenon) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
http://blog.eoscu.com/blog/just-how-does-copper-kill-germs#:~:text=The%20first%20kill%20mechanism%20is%20this%20rusting%2C%20when,the%20atoms%20that%20make%20up%20the%20cell%20wall.
http://blog.eoscu.com/blog/just-how-does-copper-kill-germs#:~:text=The%20first%20kill%20mechanism%20is%20this%20rusting%2C%20when,the%20atoms%20that%20make%20up%20the%20cell%20wall.
https://youtu.be/OTCKvwdhxWU
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bring-science-home-static-electricity-attraction/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bring-science-home-static-electricity-attraction/
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbkkPyiZ4UNIhmy8IVumA8ABBK7kU4TfAogeIEAMMLcwpQ?e=uoKmDX
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EoN4SVJLKC9CiApbASEQJhEBaV3oPYb8Xa5yMVHbbjQd5w
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1W1EqLRCCNkw98aHk4VI5xpJ5-U8a1WSW
https://sciencebob.com/make-a-levitating-orb/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uw6_hTguL5amHk37PhOvZjQ3o6EUTRiq/view?usp=sharing
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• Atoms Lesson Plan (5E lesson) 

• Nearpod: Structure of an Atom 

• Wonderopolis: What is Inside an Atom? 

• PhET: Build an Atom (simulation) 

• cK-12: Atom Builder (simulation) 

• Atomic Structure and Electrons—Structure of An Atom (video) 

• TED-Ed: Just How Small is an Atom? (video) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE Volume 1: 14-16; 19A-G; 36-39; 76-89H; 90-120; 121-
125 
SE: 14-16; 36-39; 76-89; 90-120; 121-125 

5.PS1.1 Analyze and interpret data from observations 
and measurements of the physical properties of matter 
to explain phase changes between a solid, liquid, or gas. 

5.PS1.4 Evaluate the results of an experiment to 
determine whether the mixing of two or more 
substances result in a change of properties. 

Content to Explore 

atom 
protons 

electrons 
periodic table 

electronegativity 

subatomic particles 
neutrons 

valence electrons 
reactivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.keslerscience.com/atoms-lesson-plan-a-complete-science-lesson-using-the-5e-method-of-instruction/
https://nearpod.com/t/science/9th-grade/structure-of-an-atom-L36366071
https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/what-is-inside-an-atom
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/build-an-atom/latest/build-an-atom_en.html
https://interactives.ck12.org/simulations/chemistry/atom-builder/app/index.html?lang=en&referrer=ck12Launcher&backUrl=https://interactives.ck12.org/simulations/chemistry.html&&requestor=/
https://youtu.be/TYEYEIuTmGQ
https://youtu.be/yQP4UJhNn0I
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7.PS1.2 Compare and contrast elemental molecules and compound molecules. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The word “molecule” is often over-generalized to describe a single particle of any compound. Only some substances 
(either elements or compounds) exhibit molecular behavior, and only those substances are referred to as molecules. 
Examples of molecular behaviors include low melting and boiling points, poor conductivity, and pliability.  

The atoms bonded in a molecule are connected internally by a sharing of electrons. Molecular compounds are also 
described as covalent compounds because of this behavior.  

Students should see that some single elements exist in a molecular form, with more than one atom bonded together in 
a pure form. The noble gases also exhibit molecular behavior, but in a monoatomic form. Students should also be able 
to differentiate between molecules of a diatomic element and compound molecules. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Matter and Its Interactions 

1. Monoatomic elements consist of only one atom while elemental molecules are two or more of the same type 
of atoms bonded together. 

2. Diatomic elements or molecules are two of the same atoms bonded together. 
3. Compound molecules are two or more different types of atoms bonded together. 
4. Molecules are groups of atoms bonded together by ionic (transferring electrons) or covalent (sharing 

electrons) bonds. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Engage in argument providing evidence to show the structure of monoatomic elements and elemental 
molecules. 

2. Develop a model of a diatomic molecule showing the quantity and type of atoms required.  
3. Construct an explanation on the quantity and type of atoms needed for a molecule to be classified as a 

compound molecule. 
4. Using patterns on the periodic table, develop questions to distinguish between the types of bond that created 

a given molecule. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When solid bath bombs are added to water, they 
start breaking apart, and gas bubbles appear on and 
around them for a few minutes, until no solid is left. 

• Macaroni salad and gasoline are made of the same 
stuff. 

• The difference between CO and CO2 is one oxygen 
atom, which is the difference between life and 
death. 

Investigative: 

• As the ocean absorbs carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere, it is becoming more acidic. 

• When dish soap is added to a plate of milk with 
drops food coloring in the center, the colors quickly 
disperse across the surface.  

• When the outside rind of an orange is squeezed 
over a balloon, the balloon pops. 

• Water smells good, but when I add ammonia to 
water it smells bad. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! Bath Bombs Teacher Guide (storyline unit goes with bath bombs anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.PS1.1-1.5) 

o Bath Bomb folder 

• Ocean Acidification (performance task goes with ocean anchoring phenomenon) 

• CO vs CO2 (performance assessment goes with CO/CO2 anchoring phenomenon) 

• Wonderopolis: Why Do Atoms Form Molecules? 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://ed.ted.com/lessons/the-science-of-macaroni-salad-what-s-in-a-molecule-josh-kurz
https://ed.ted.com/lessons/the-science-of-macaroni-salad-what-s-in-a-molecule-josh-kurz
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/11/milk-and-soap-experiment
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/11/milk-and-soap-experiment
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/11/milk-and-soap-experiment
https://www.ngssphenomena.com/exampleconnections
https://www.ngssphenomena.com/exampleconnections
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbkkPyiZ4UNIhmy8IVumA8ABBK7kU4TfAogeIEAMMLcwpQ?e=uoKmDX
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EoN4SVJLKC9CiApbASEQJhEBaV3oPYb8Xa5yMVHbbjQd5w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JHxUl1J38Jx8Ud8YkDNHxL9hLFNIf4dqmMBbxD06Vuc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15BzsaCS-E4jFtioCdpdoJ8NBQHwjMZ7EuBbSQHGfahw/edit
https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/why-do-atoms-form-molecules
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• Molecules Matter (5E lesson) 

• PhET: Build a Molecule (colorado.edu) (simulation) 

• Marshmallow Molecules 

• The Structure of Molecules (GRC lesson goes with water investigative phenomenon) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE Volume 1: 14-17; 19A-G; 36-39; 98-105H; 106-113H; 
120-123; 188-193H 
SE: 14-17; 36-39; 98-105; 106-113; 120-123; 188-193 

5.PS1.3 Design a process to measure how different 
variables (temperature, particle size, stirring) affect the 
rate of dissolving solids into liquids. 

5.PS1.4 Evaluate the results of an experiment to 
determine whether the mixing of two or more substances 
result in a change of properties. 
  

Content to Explore 

atoms 
elemental molecules 

ionic bonds 
monoatomic elements 

molecules 
compound molecules 

covalent bonds 
diatomic elements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter1/lesson1
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/build-a-molecule/latest/build-a-molecule_en.html
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/634009/marshmallow-molecules
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DlK-X6MeBDNNCZjNvTSh3KvAVlb8qgDO7v6-aDLx6hY/edit?usp=sharing
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7.PS1.3 Classify matter as pure substances or mixtures based on composition. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Pure substances have a single chemical composition and a single set of physical and chemical properties. These 
chemical and properties can be used to identify a pure substance (7.PS1.5). When a pair of pure substances are mixed, 
one of two outcomes is possible: the two substances do not interact, and the outcome is a mixture, or the two 
substances do interact, resulting in a new substance with new physical properties. In a mixture, each of the 
components of the mixture will retain its physical properties. This allows for separation of mixtures based on physical 
properties. 

Students should track physical properties use physical properties to substantiate the classification of a substance. For 
example, if water and alcohol are combined, the resulting substance will have two boiling points: the boiling point of 
the alcohol (~70°C) and the boiling point of the water (100oC). If the two had combined, the resulting substance would 
have a single boiling point. 

For purposes of this standard, it is reasonable to assume that if two substances do combine, they do so completely, 
resulting in a new pure substance without contaminants. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Matter and Its Interactions 

1. When two pure substances are mixed the outcome can either be a complete interaction which creates a new 
pure substance with new physical and chemical properties (e.g. boiling point and flammability) OR the two 
substances do not interact, and the outcome is a mixture and the components keep their individual properties. 

2. Ways to separate a mixture: filtration, evaporation, distillation, etc.  

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Given a list of pure substances and mixtures obtain information to distinguish between pure substances and 
mixtures and provide the characteristics used to distinguish (structure and function/patterns). 

2. Conduct an investigation to separate the components of an unknown substance to show the patterns used to 
distinguish between mixtures and pure substances. 

3. Engage in argument using evidence classifying matter as a pure substance or a mixture highlighting the 
identifiable patterns that are found in both types of matter. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When solid bath bombs are added to water, they 
start breaking apart, and gas bubbles appear on and 
around them for a few minutes, until no solid is left. 

Investigative: 

• Some metals can be found on the periodic table 
while others cannot. 

• When pure cane sugar is added to sulfuric acid, a 
black substance appears. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! Bath Bombs Teacher Guide (storyline unit goes with bath bombs anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.PS1.1-1.5) 

o Bath Bomb folder 

• Lesson from TDOE: Asking questions and defining problems (lesson goes with anchoring phenomenon) 
o The Proposal Problem (interactive/digital version of card sort from the TDOE lesson) 

• Pure Substances vs. Mixtures (video) 

• Evaluate: Pure Substances and Mixtures(video) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 6-9; 14-19; 19A-G; 36-39 
SE: 6-9; 14-19; 36-39 
 
 

5.PS1.3 Design a process to measure how different 
variables (temperature, particle size, stirring) affect the 
rate of dissolving solids into liquids. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://youtu.be/ZOedJgqTT9E
https://youtu.be/ZOedJgqTT9E
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbkkPyiZ4UNIhmy8IVumA8ABBK7kU4TfAogeIEAMMLcwpQ?e=uoKmDX
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EoN4SVJLKC9CiApbASEQJhEBaV3oPYb8Xa5yMVHbbjQd5w
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yq1ibYtPw7tJMSh6i8qUBsgCRI9mW402
https://app.wizer.me/category/Science/JEPZAI-the-proposal-problem
https://youtu.be/LCIeS5Cwke0
https://youtu.be/88MBCyiaPSM
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Content to Explore 5.PS1.4 Evaluate the results of an experiment to 
determine whether the mixing of two or more substances 
result in a change of properties. 

matter 
mixture 

physical properties 

pure substance 
chemical properties 

boiling point 
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7.PS1.4 
Analyze and interpret chemical reactions to determine if the total number of atoms in the reactants and 
products support the Law of Conservation of Mass. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Analysis could include either analysis of models of a reaction, or analysis of data collected during a reaction. The 
purpose of the analysis is to gather evidence that the mass of the reacting substances does not change, although their 
form may. Balancing a chemical reaction is beyond the scope of this standard. 

Models might include written chemical reactions but should also be supplemented with physical models such as 
molecular sets that can be assembled, disassembled, and reassembled to demonstrate that rearrangement of atoms 
which occurs in a chemical reaction. 

Analysis should include conceptually recognizing that the conservation of mass only occurs because the mass (total 
number of protons and neutrons per atom (7.PS1.1)) of each atom in the reactants does not change. Discussions of 
moles and molar masses are beyond the scope of the grade band. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Matter and Its Interactions 

1. Polyatomic ions are a set of atoms that function as a single atom. Coefficients proceed a substance and 
represent the number of atoms/molecules/formula units in a balanced reaction. 

2. Counting atoms in a chemical equation (total # of reactants should = total # of products). 
3. Chemical reactions do not create new atoms but rearrange the same atoms to make new 

molecules/substances conserving the mass of the reactant in the products. 
4. Law of Conservation of Mass (total number of protons and neutrons per atom) can be proven using 

models/equations understanding that matter was not created or lost, only changed. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Using a model (diagram), count the number of atoms of each element before and after the chemical reaction 
and interpret the data to see if the law of conservation was met (energy and matter). 

2. Develop a model of a chemical reaction showing how mass is conserved (energy and matter). 
3. Analyze and interpret data from a chemical equation to determine if the reactants and products meet the law 

of conservation of mass (energy and matter). 
4. Develop an argument using the data as evidence to describe a change in a molecule (energy and matter). 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When solid bath bombs are added to water, they 
start breaking apart, and gas bubbles appear on and 
around them for a few minutes, until no solid is left. 

• The mass of a car changes when it rusts. 

• Indonesia’s Kawah Ijen volcano emits rivers of blue 
light. 

Investigative: 

• If baking soda and vinegar are mixed in an open 
container the resulting mixture weighs less than the 
starting materials. 

• When Alka-Seltzer is placed in an open container of 
water the mass of the system (water and Alka-
Seltzer) is less after the reaction. 

• When magnesium ribbon is strongly heated, it 
glows and gains mass. 

• You can light a match with a rubber band. 

• Burning steel wool leads to an increase in mass. 

• Gas bubbles come from the positive and negative 
ends of a battery when placed in salt water.  

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! Bath Bombs Teacher Guide (storyline unit goes with bath bombs anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.PS1.1-1.5) 

o Bath Bomb folder 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/le-mystere-des-flammes-bleues-the-mystery-of-the-blue-flames-kawah-ijen
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/le-mystere-des-flammes-bleues-the-mystery-of-the-blue-flames-kawah-ijen
https://view-awesome-table.com/-KHelMz5gz1RHmpuPP9g/view?filterU=you%20can%20light%20a%20match%20
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/8/burning-steel-wool
https://youtu.be/xyDdEuQafn4
https://youtu.be/xyDdEuQafn4
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbkkPyiZ4UNIhmy8IVumA8ABBK7kU4TfAogeIEAMMLcwpQ?e=uoKmDX
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EoN4SVJLKC9CiApbASEQJhEBaV3oPYb8Xa5yMVHbbjQd5w
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• Lesson from TDOE: Using mathematics and computational thinking 

• Modeling Law of Conservation of Mass Stations 

• Chemistry in a Ziplock bag 
o Instructions  
o Observation sheet 

• Law of Conservation of Mass Lab 
o Video 

• Iron is Conserved (from summer PD goes with rusting car anchoring phenomenon) 

• Iron is Conserved (GRC lesson goes with rusting car anchoring phenomenon) 
o Supplemental video: Steel Wool in Vinegar (The Sci Guys) 

• Exploding hydrogen bubbles (performance task goes with the investigative phenomenon of the same name) 

• Atom Counting: Looking at How Chemical Formulas are Written 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 26-33; 35A-H; 36-39; 126-161 
SE: 6-9; 14-19; 36-39; 126-161 

5.PS1.2 Analyze and interpret data to show that the 
amount of matter is conserved even when it changes 
form, including transitions where matter seems to vanish Content to Explore 

polyatomic ions 
chemical equation 

products 
Law of Conservation of Mass 

coefficient 
reactants 

chemical reaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TTRZoLVqk-Es9M6ZoUBcwmi3_n8oBsRv
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QbZY4vmKV1C9cxoYimjpDhIg_IejYrv2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uVrNZm0j9cHvJivBTbx62_fLEmm8Xlyf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zWAZU2QWDXU3bdVximDJsWWnfu8m5GJO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gIr__71MhtMPoyEVYnqKJvcOn6N5xQqU/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mCcFzcCIvE
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/ERDkElpOdydKhZe8Tsc9IMoBX0rzLRQpTptavlea85Ol7Q?e=68jrNF
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XRPuePWlSTIjzcY8WFpamlG8YZ3X5yAFnzWCkkWIXVA/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/MEvYVxXHEGY
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Us2GHxCDuFG13HAOvSHWstQu8rlMVanUJ-rQ6bEFoiw/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18UxcbpPv1Z9oTUyZNbR5GjydynasPsIJ/view?usp=sharing
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7.PS1.5 
Use the periodic table as a model to analyze and interpret evidence relating to physical and chemical 
properties to identify a sample of matter. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Unlike properties such as atomic radii and electronegativity, the chemical and physical properties, referenced in this 
standard include bulk properties of matter. Bulk properties are only observable in a sample of a substance (element or 
compound) comprised of multiple particles and are a result of the way that the particles interact with each other. 
Examples might include density, melting points, boiling point, solubility, flammability, or color, conductivity. 

Whenever possible, connections in the behaviors of atoms should be connected back to the organization of the 
periodic table. 

It is not necessary for students to explain the mechanisms (inter-molecular attractions) that cause the patterns in 
physical properties. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Matter and Its Interactions 

1. Periodic table organization – arranged by protons and outermost electrons (valance electrons,  rows are 
periods, columns are groups/families that have similar properties 

2. Physical and chemical properties (density, melting point, boiling point, solubility, flammability, color, 
conductivity) 

3. An element in a particular family or a compound will have a certain set of properties because of its location on 
the periodic table and its subsequent behavior and compounds have certain properties based on the elements 
used to create the compound. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Identify (engage in argument from evidence) an unknown element by the number of protons in the atom of 
that element using the organization of the periodic table as evidence (patterns).  

2. Distinguish between physical and chemical properties of elements by providing evidence supported examples 
(patterns/structure and function).  

3. Analyze and interpret data from the periodic table to identify relationships and predict the physical and 
chemical properties of an element based on its location on the periodic table (patterns). 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When solid bath bombs are added to water, they 
start breaking apart, and gas bubbles appear on and 
around them for a few minutes, until no solid is left. 

• Aluminum chloride (AlCl3) has a low boiling point 
compared to aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 

Investigative: 

• When magnesium is burned, it creates a bright 
glow. 

• There were large explosions at Lake Lenore, 
Washington after 10 tons of sodium was dumped 
into the lake. 

• When vinegar is put on the hard water crust on sink 
or shower faucets, the white crust begins to bubble. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! Bath Bombs Teacher Guide (storyline unit goes with bath bombs anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.PS1.1-1.5) 

o Bath Bomb folder 

• Physical and Chemical Properties Stations 
o Station signs 
o Student handout 

• To Change or Not to Change—That is the Question (GRC lesson goes with the vinegar investigative phenomenon) 

• Physical and Chemical Changes (performance task) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/physical-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_oPLTajKMEfYx
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/physical-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_oPLTajKMEfYx
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/physical-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_oPLTajKMEfYx
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbkkPyiZ4UNIhmy8IVumA8ABBK7kU4TfAogeIEAMMLcwpQ?e=uoKmDX
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EoN4SVJLKC9CiApbASEQJhEBaV3oPYb8Xa5yMVHbbjQd5w
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1up54UBN-8-w0q4FZPx0K6v_oe9TPpARf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4d0bcyPndg2JVfy-9tXttO0zy2_3Ff4/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qVotT1hOe5M6fQWmnP7Ki80Tdj5sC3M2Oqwe79fA6zQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://thewonderofscience.com/assessment-project/2017/12/12/physical-and-chemical-change
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• Organizing Properties: Crash Course Kids #35.1 (video) 

• What’s My Property: Crash Course Kids #35.2 (video) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 4-13H; 90A-B; 90-123 
SE: 4-13H; 90-123 

5PS1.1 Analyze and interpret data from observations and 
measurements of the physical properties of matter to 
explain phase changes between a solid, liquid, or gas. Content to Explore 

periodic table 
chemical properties 

melting point 
solubility 

color 
density 

physical properties 
bulk properties 

boiling point 
flammability 
conductivity 
compound 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/zD7W5O0BH7g
https://youtu.be/nlSemv2fLN8
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7.PS1.6 
Create and interpret models of substances whose atoms represent the states of matter with respect to 
temperature and pressure. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The state of matter of a substance is dependent on three factors: the intermolecular attractions between the 
atoms/molecules of the substance, the external pressure on the substance, and the temperature of the substance.  

Models should account for particles, a vessel containing the particles, the motion (average kinetic energy) of the 
particles, and the total thermal energy of the system and the interactions between these components. Models can be 
used to explain why some substances such as hydrogen and helium atoms exist primarily as gasses due to very weak 
intermolecular attractions. Even very small amounts of motion are capable of overcoming the attractions between 
molecules.  

This contrasts with substances such as ionic compounds which have extremely strong intermolecular attractions 
keeping atoms in a very organized crystal lattice pattern even at high temperatures. Pressure can be seen as an 
external force from surrounding matter pushing the particles closer together. Students should attribute pressure to 
the vessel containing the sample. It is logical to incorporate triple point diagrams into discussions.  

Students should use models to connect how changes in pressure impact the change in thermal energy that is required 
for phase transformations to occur. 

(Students are not expected to differentiate between the types of intermolecular attractions, merely to recognize that 
some force must be holding together the particles in a solid, and that overcoming this force causes a phase change.) 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Matter and Its Interactions 

1. The internal bonds, pressure and temperature acting on a substance determines the state of matter or a 
change in state of a substance. 

2. Particle appearance and movement in each state of matter (solids- close together and vibrate, liquid – space 
between and slide past each other, and gas – far apart and collide everywhere) 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Using a model of a substance at different temperatures and pressures, identify the state of matter citing 
identified patterns as evidence.  

2. Create an atomic model of a substance in different states of matter under different temperature and pressures 
explaining the cause and effect relationships. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• A frozen sample of matter can boil. 

• An empty tanker car was steam-cleaned, sealed, 
and left overnight. At some point, the massive, 
sturdy tanker car imploded on itself in an instant. 

• Soap bubbles can instantly freeze into ice orbs. 

• Aquamate Inflatable Solar Stills utilize solar 
radiation to distill and collect pure drinking water 
from sea or impure water. 

Investigative: 

• Water can be “supercooled” below its freezing 
point. 

• When you put a marshmallow in a vacuum sealed 
container, it expands. 

• Marshmallows can expand in a syringe.  

• Clouds form as air passes over mountain tops. 

• Airplanes leave contrails when flying at high 
altitudes. 

Lesson Resources 

• Unit from TDOE: A Compound in Three States of Matter at Once (unit goes with frozen matter anchoring 
phenomenon and marshmallow/syringe investigative phenomenon) 

• Clean Water (lesson goes with Aquamate anchoring phenomenon) 

• How to Supercool Water: A SciShow Experiment (video goes with supercooled water investigative phenomenon) 

• PhET: States of Matter Intro Lab (Nearpod) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/physical-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_duwzC-6yLg6A
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/physical-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_duwzC-6yLg6A
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/physical-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_duwzC-6yLg6A
https://youtu.be/e_caQ1i54pI
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/supercooled-water
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/supercooled-water
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/what-happens-when-you-put-marshmallows-in-a-vacuum
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/what-happens-when-you-put-marshmallows-in-a-vacuum
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m5omIh-t9_0Y50HM6gaiKxkntufcCmHn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jAQniAKgZ0v7DdkdCXRj2N4Ho5aIymKO/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/NMSxuORKynI
https://nearpod.com/t/science/other/phet-states-of-matter-intro-lab-L36366690
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Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 20A-33; 36-39; 42-75F 
SE: 20-33; 36-39; 42-75 

5.PS1.1 Analyze and interpret data from observations and 
measurements of   the physical properties of   matter to 
explain phase changes between a solid, liquid, or gas. 

5.PS1.3 Design a process to measure how different 
variables (temperature, particle size, stirring) affect the 
rate of   dissolving solids into liquids. 

Content to Explore 

atoms 
temperature 

intermolecular attractions 
thermal energy 

triple point diagram 

states of matter 
pressure 

kinetic energy 
ionic compounds 
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7.LS1.1 
Develop and construct models that identify and explain the structure and function of major cell organelles as 
they contribute to the life activities of the cell and organism. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Cell models should be a tool that students use to make sense of phenomena, not the outcome of student learning. The 
focus of this standard is to understand that cell organelles work as a system. Single cells (including those within 
multicellular organisms) must obtain food and water, as well as remove waste— just like multicellular organisms. 
Organelles distribute these responsibilities, increasing efficiency.  

Students should be able to identify cellular structures in models in order to account for various cellular activities or to 
differentiate between plant and animal cells. Students should be able to describe how the components provide the 
energy that sustains cellular processes, provide structure to the cell, or work together to accomplish cellular functions.  

Models might be drawn or physical representations of cell parts. Students can compare the main parts of the cell to the 
parts of a factory or school in function. Microscopes are a great way to examine their own cheek cells.  

Emphasis is on the function of organelles individually and as part of a larger system of organelles (nucleus, chloroplast, 
mitochondria, cell membrane, cell wall, vacuole, and cytoplasm). 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structure and Processes 

1. Cells are made of organelles which all have different functions based on their structure but work together to 
make the cell work properly. 

2. Animal and plant cells have different organelles (chloroplast, larger vacuole, cell wall, etc.). 
3. The components of a cell (plant or animal) work together to carry out life processes similar to the way the 

parts of a school work together. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Develop and use a model to describe the structure and function of a cell and its parts. 
2. Construct an evidence-based explanation of an analogy comparing a cell and its organelles to a school, city, 

building, etc. and its parts (structure and function). 
3. Engage in argument from evidence comparing two cell organelles and how they work together to carry out a 

common function. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When M’Kenna was 13, she started losing weight 
and feeling sick all of the time. 

• Roots are not green. 

• Leaves are darker on top as compared to the 
underside. 

Investigative: 

• Red blood cells do not have a nucleus. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! A Medical Mystery Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with M’Kenna anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, and 7.ETS2.1) 

o A Medical Mystery folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• The Root of the Matter (GRC lesson goes with roots anchoring phenomenon)  

• Organelle Case Studies (students can use case studies to see what organelles are defective using evidence from 
the case study and their knowledge of cell organelles)  

• Green Leaves (GRC lesson goes with leaves anchoring phenomenon) 

• Where’s My Nucleus?! (GRC lesson goes with red blood cells investigative phenomenon) 

• Why Red Blood Cells Look Like Donuts (video goes with the red blood cells investigative phenomenon) 

• The Pool Has Ruined the Grass (performance task/assessment) 

• Introduction to Cells: The Grand Cell Tour (Amoeba Sisters) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BgJuOuDa9eTmXhcQZNj9iMQ?e=KO8gz1
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/Es_eGSmsswtCvkQD6-4Z8zgBZbozfgSzG_Pm1YDQsEfBKA?e=Nd8uKj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1whPlnwuUQGcmASSJuPRnp0Fmtkyk7mgMTs7U0-ar2XE/edit?usp=sharing
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EeCce-JSTcZPoSrDk_QeGP4BQb30bwv4aSdcARPO3eNeXg?e=AgOuPG
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CpAm4fDraa1Kidc62d78C1Hsyu0_quCrVdqIjwUi9uI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16ptT0ABpOG7DgnGSmxbVRMp2Yr-d0lJ6oKXGwGtfrmk/edit?usp=sharing
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/52307315153
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sVHPvVqVE95cqi6QzzGsxFix98gnzsMxQD4xhrBt1WE/edit
https://youtu.be/8IlzKri08kk
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Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 164-169, 169A-B, 170-177, 177A-H, 178A-B, 178-187, 
187A-H 
SE: 170-177; 178-187 

3.LS1.1 Analyze the internal and external structures that 
aquatic and land animals and plants have to support 
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. 

Content to Explore 

cell 
single cellular 

nucleus 
mitochondria 

cell wall 
cytoplasm 

cell organelles 
multicellular 
chloroplast 

cell membrane 
vacuole 
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7.LS1.2 
Conduct an investigation to demonstrate how the cell membrane maintains homeostasis through the 
process of passive transport. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The most critical functions of the cell membrane are maintaining cell structure and controlling the materials 
entering the cell. 

A typical and sufficient phenomenon for this standard includes dissolving the eggshell from an egg and exposing the 
egg to varying solutions. It is not necessary for students to memorize terms describing the solutions (e.g. hypertonic), 
however students should work with models representing the microscopic components of the solution to make sense 
the macroscopic changes to their eggs. It is critical that students draw their understanding of this concept beyond 
simply explaining this one instance of passive transport, but also other analogous instances. Examples might include 
explaining the function of the contractile vacuoles in plants, or the way that some plants such as Mimosa pudica utilize 
solute concentrations to “reset” after they have been touched. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. The cell membrane (semi-permeable) controls what enters and leaves a cell to maintain ‘equilibrium’ or 
homeostasis, a stable internal environment despite external environment, which allow smaller molecules like 
water to enter, but larger molecules cannot. 

2. Passive transport like diffusion and osmosis, requires no energy on the cell’s part because it is moving from 
high to low concentration levels but active transport requires energy because the molecules are larger and 
move from low to high concentrations. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Plan and carry out an investigation to show that a cell membrane maintains homeostasis highlighting that 
passive transport contributes to the stability of a cell. 

2. Plan and carry out an investigation to demonstrate particle movement through a semipermeable membrane 
(system and system models).  

3. Analyze and interpret the data from the investigation (measurements and observations before and after the 
investigation) to construct an explanation and develop a model of what occurred within the system. 

4. Develop and use models to show the direction of particle movement across the membrane using an 
understanding of the cause and effect relationship between the concentration of materials and where those 
materials move in active and passive transport. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When M’Kenna was 13, she started losing weight 
and feeling sick all of the time. 

• Eggs can grow and shrink without being cooked or  
cracked.  

• If salt is placed on a slug, it will change the length 
and health of the slug. 

Investigative: 

• When a plastic bag of cornstarch is placed in iodine 
solution, the cornstarch changes colors.  

• A carrot placed in salt water becomes limp; a carrot 
placed in fresh water becomes crisp. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! A Medical Mystery Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with M’Kenna anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, and 7.ETS2.1) 

o A Medical Mystery folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Lesson from TDOE: Planning and carrying out investigations 

• Salted Slug (performance task/assessment goes with slug anchoring phenomenon) 

• Importance of Diffusion in Organisms (article) 

• Osmosis—Real-life applications (article) 

• Amoeba Sisters: Inside the Cell Membrane (video) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/growing-and-shrinking-egg/
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/growing-and-shrinking-egg/
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BgJuOuDa9eTmXhcQZNj9iMQ?e=KO8gz1
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/Es_eGSmsswtCvkQD6-4Z8zgBZbozfgSzG_Pm1YDQsEfBKA?e=Nd8uKj
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vIojey3iL2KDNQRBVMbQDgb1f4f6j1hL
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LHdYkwt75b1jvBJmGo-VsLAsR7HgMxnd/view?usp=sharing
https://sciencing.com/importance-diffusion-organisms-20189.html
http://www.scienceclarified.com/everyday/Real-Life-Chemistry-Vol-2/Osmosis-Real-life-applications.html
https://youtu.be/qBCVVszQQNs
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Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 194A-B; 194-199; 199A-G 
SE: 194-199 

3.LS1.1 Analyze the internal and external structures that 
aquatic and land animals and plants have to support 
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. 

Content to Explore 

semi-permeable 
active transport 

osmosis 

homeostasis 
passive transport 

diffusion 
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7.LS1.3 Evaluate evidence that cells have structural similarities and differences across kingdoms. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Taxonomic classification has developed as human capacity to organize and observe patterns within life has increased. 
Carl Linnaeus developed his original classification system consisting of two biologically significant families: plants and 
animals. (Linnaeus also included a now defunct system for classification of minerals.)  

Understanding of life cycles and the fields of microscopy have led to further expansion of these kingdoms to the six 
current, widely accepted, kingdoms: Archaea, Bacteria, Protista, Fungi, Plantae, and Animalia. Current revisions to 
these kingdoms brought on by advances in gene sequencing have raised questions as to the validity of Kingdom 
Protista due to the lack of similarity between organisms within this kingdom. 

Activities may include comparing real plant and animal cells for presence of a nucleus, cell wall, structural orientation 
of cells, and presence of chloroplasts using a compound light microscope. Students can use examples of prokaryotic 
and eukaryotic organisms and point out the presence of the nucleus distinguishes the eukaryotes from the 
prokaryotes. Students should be able to differentiate and classify organisms into the six current kingdoms. Students 
should understand basic physical characteristics of each kingdom, i.e. being unicellular or multicellular, how food is 
obtained.  

(Focus is on structural and functional differences at a cellular level between domains and kingdoms as well as the 
introduction of increasingly more complex cell structure from prokaryotic to eukaryotic organisms.) 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. The six kingdoms—Archaea, Bacteria, Protista, Fungi, Plantae, and Animalia—have specific physical 
characteristics such as unicellular, multicellular, organelles present, shape, and how food is obtained, that 
allow for differentiation. 

2. Cells in a certain kingdom share characteristics. 
3. The presence of a nucleus distinguishes the eukaryotes from the prokaryotes. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Obtain, evaluate and communicate information in order to identify physical characteristics of each kingdom 
highlighting that patterns can be found among organisms within a kingdom.  

2. Cite evidence in an argument in order to distinguish between the kingdoms highlighting that patterns can be 
found among organisms within a kingdom. 

3. Construct an explanation in order to compare cells/organelles within each kingdom highlighting that the 
structure of a cell/organelle supports the functions. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Evidence of organic components that would 
indicate products or precursors of cells have been 
found on Mars. 

Investigative: 

• Certain bacteria divide only once every 100 years. 
(TE 232) 

• Viruses do not fit into any of the kingdoms. 

• The Kingdom Plantae dominates our world. 

Lesson Resources 

• Lesson from TDOE: Engaging in Argument from Evidence (lesson goes with Mars anchoring phenomenon) 

• Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cells Lesson Plan (5E lesson) 

• Amoeba Sisters: Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic Cells (video) 

• Eukaryotes and Prokaryotes—Similarities and Differences (5E lesson) 

• Kingdom Who Am I?  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/earths-biomass-video
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UtwtjulL4Td089UJOEQF4IAIZKu3lqqb
https://www.keslerscience.com/prokaryotic-and-eukaryotic-cells-lesson-plan-a-complete-science-lesson-using-the-5e-method-of-instruction/
https://youtu.be/Pxujitlv8wc
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/626286/eukaryotes-and-prokaryotes-similarities-and-differences
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UTO5XLiZAYw7sCx5katUs96js_gBYVu3/view?usp=sharing
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Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 164-193H; 200-203 
SE: 164-193; 200-203 
 

3.LS1.1 Analyze the internal and external structures that 
aquatic and land animals and plants have to support 
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. 

Content to Explore 

taxonomic classification 
Archaea 
Protista 
Plantae 

eukaryotes 

kingdoms 
Bacteria 

Fungi 
Animalia 

prokaryotes 
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7.LS1.4 Diagram the hierarchical organization of multicellular organisms from cells to organism.  

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Students should recognize that the specialization of larger organs scales down all the way to specialization individual 
cells. At the smallest level, groups of specialized cells work together to form tissues. Organs themselves are then 
composed of some of these different tissue types.  

While students are not expected to know all tissue types, it is reasonable to examine several organs to observe that 
within a single organ there are a variety of tissue types. For example, the lungs contain connective tissues, the 
specialized cells of the epithelium, etc.  

Groups of organs can also work together to form organ systems and these systems interact with   one another to 
support multicellular organisms. For example, the respiratory and circulatory systems work together to supply oxygen 
to cells. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. Cells can be specialized to do different tasks or complete different functions. 
2. When multiple of the same type of specialized cell works together a tissue is formed. Types of tissues that 

work together create larger organs. Organs that work together to complete a function create organ systems 
which help the organism survive. 

3. Specialized organs are ‘specialized’ all the way down to their individual cells that work together towards one 
common goal. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Construct an explanation in order to show that cells are specialized according to specific tasks highlighting how 
the structure of a cell determines the function. 

2. Develop a model in order to diagram the hierarchical organization of multicellular organisms highlighting how 
the components of an organism work as a system. 

3. Engage in argument from evidence in order to explain the hierarchical organization of a given multicellular 
organism highlighting how the components of an organism work as a system. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When M’Kenna was 13, she started losing weight 
and feeling sick all of the time. 

• The result of beta cells in the pancreas being 
damaged is a disease known as diabetes.  

• A tomato and a tooth are both made of cells, but 
they look different.  

Investigative: 

• A group of cells can be called a colony or a tissue. 

• In the United States alone, roughly 22 million 
people have been diagnosed with asthma, and 
approximately 6 million of them are children. 

• I can feel my pulse in my neck after I exercise. 

• Synesthesia is a condition where a person 
experiences a blending of the senses—hear colors, 
feel sounds, and taste shapes. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! A Medical Mystery Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with M’Kenna anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, and 7.ETS2.1) 

o A Medical Mystery folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Lesson from TDOE: Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information (lesson goes with the tomato and 
tooth anchoring phenomenon) 

• Pancreatic Cells (performance task/assessment goes with beta cells anchoring phenomenon) 

• Health Report (GRC lesson goes with asthma investigative phenomenon) 

• My Pulse (GRC lesson goes with pulse investigative phenomenon) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/synesthesia
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/synesthesia
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/synesthesia
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BgJuOuDa9eTmXhcQZNj9iMQ?e=KO8gz1
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/Es_eGSmsswtCvkQD6-4Z8zgBZbozfgSzG_Pm1YDQsEfBKA?e=Nd8uKj
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sDf_xYI_0Yus2dH_SVpot8wH-5cVU5sE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BfAgW8IYbdqJufBz8xY75JE--OLKBHKVMoESGkKansI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Fxzw8uoppDUjiO6-fX365siK5lWpvgXEfJTiIYT-vD4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IiVkUA_bhRxLY3uwS5G3WeVn5ANq3YMSfl7A7lNYtGk/edit?usp=sharing
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• cK-12: Organization of Living Things 

• Levels of Organization (video) 

• Levels of Biological Organization 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 178A-B; 186-187; 187-A-H; 200-203; 448A-453H; 488-
491 
SE: 186-187; 200-203; 448-453; 488-491 
 

3.LS1.1 Analyze the internal and external structures that 
aquatic and land animals and plants have to support 
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. 
  

Content to Explore 

hierarchical organization 
tissue 

organ system 

cell 
organ 

organism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ck12.org/biology/organization-of-living-things/lesson/Organization-of-Living-Things-BIO/
https://youtu.be/JLLktbamX_E
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KuyN88OaQufAjzN-Xkp7P1iDo3iLXzMj/view?usp=sharing
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7.LS1.5 

Explain that the body is a system comprised or subsystems that maintain equilibrium and support life 
through digestion, respiration, excretion, circulation, sensation (nervous and integumentary) and locomotion 
(musculoskeletal).  

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The model developed for 7.LS1.4, is a tool for making sense of events in the natural world. If such a diagram is not as a 
tool for understanding, it is merely a picture and not a model. This standard is an opportunity to use the models 
developed in 7.LS1.4 to understand how organ systems interact within organisms.  

In the context of this standard, the word equilibrium is used synonymous to homeostasis, as opposed to a chemical 
equilibrium. For example, students might develop explanations for how it is possible that everyone’s body is nearly 
the same temperature despite engaging in different activities, under different environmental conditions. In their 
explanations, students the distinct roles of individual systems can be used as evidence that there must be 
coordination between systems in order for the organism to maintain equilibrium.  

The focus of this  standard  is  on recognizing that systems do interact with each other, not on memorizing all 
possible types of interactions, nor specific chemicals involved in the pathways. The more technical elements of 
homeostasis, such as feedback loops, are beyond the scope of the grade band. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. Organisms must remain stable (balanced) in varying environmental conditions/activities to ensure survival. 
(Equilibrium/Homeostasis) 

2. Each body system/major organs have a subsystem of life processes—digestion, respiration, excretion, 
circulation, sensation (nervous and integumentary) and locomotion (musculoskeletal).  

3. Body systems and their subsystems of life processes can interact together to maintain equilibrium. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Plan and carry out an investigation in order to show that organisms work to maintain equilibrium within a 
changing environment highlighting that there is a cause an effect relationship at work.  

2. Construct explanations in order to show the body processes that support life highlighting that the human body 
is a system composed of subsystems (Digestion, Respiration, Excretion, Circulation, Sensation (nervous and 
integumentary), and Locomotion (musculoskeletal).  

3. Engage in an argument from evidence in order to show that the body’s subsystems interact together 
highlighting that the human body maintains stability in varying environmental conditions and activities. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When M’Kenna was 13, she started losing weight 
and feeling sick all of the time. 

• A Georgia high school football player collapsed after 
drinking 4 gallons of water and Gatorade during and 
after practice. 

• A baby’s life was saved with a 3D printed device 
that restored his breathing. 

Investigative: 

• “Runner’s high” is a feeling of euphoria that occurs 
during and after strenuous exercise. 

• When I wake up from sleeping, I know it is time to 
eat; after I eat, I eventually feel full and know when 
to stop eating. 
 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! A Medical Mystery Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with M’Kenna anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, and 7.ETS2.1) 

o A Medical Mystery folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Biomedical Engineering Design Solution (investigation goes with 3D printed device anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS3.1 and 7.ETS2.1) 

• Amoeba Sisters: Human Body Systems Functions Overview (video) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeiHmGTn_X8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeiHmGTn_X8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeiHmGTn_X8
https://youtu.be/O82nC9ro6Io
https://youtu.be/O82nC9ro6Io
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/runners-high
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/9/runners-high
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/how-does-your-body-know-youre-full
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/how-does-your-body-know-youre-full
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/how-does-your-body-know-youre-full
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BgJuOuDa9eTmXhcQZNj9iMQ?e=KO8gz1
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/Es_eGSmsswtCvkQD6-4Z8zgBZbozfgSzG_Pm1YDQsEfBKA?e=Nd8uKj
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1to8HW6FJvtOByM8CwetOZInTsLYvrnRc?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/gEUu-A2wfSE
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• Explore the Human Body 

• BBC Bitesize: Homeostasis (video) 

• How your digestive system works (video) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

Animal Systems 
TE: 382A-B; 387A-G; 388A-B; 393A-G; 418A-B; 425A-G  
SE: 382-387; 388-393; 408-411; 415-417, 418-425 
Human Systems 
TE: 448A-B; 453A-G, 454A-B; 461A-H; 462A-B, 469A-G, 
470A-B, 477A-H; 478A-B; 483A-G; 484A-B, 487A-G 
SE: 448-453; 454-461, 462-469, 470-477, 478-483, 484-
487  

3.LS1.1 Analyze the internal and external structures that 
aquatic and land animals and plants have to support 
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. 

Content to Explore 

body system 
digestion 
excretion 

sensation (nervous and 
integumentary) 

homeostasis/equilibrium 
respiration 
circulation 
locomotion 

(musculoskeletal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.innerbody.com/htm/body.html
https://youtu.be/62e8IV-WT8c
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/how-your-digestive-system-works-ted-ed-body
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7.LS1.6 
Develop an argument based on empirical evidence and scientific reasoning to explain how behavioral and 
structural adaptations in animals and plants affect the probability of survival and reproductive success. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The focus of this standard is reproductive strategies in plants and animals, with a secondary connection to the way that 
these strategies have been cemented over time. Discussions of the adaptations support the main focus on reproductive 
success. Structural adaptations in animals could be things such as coloration, or patterns, along with behaviors that 
increase success in attracting a mate such as vocalization. Plants have structures that attract pollinators or foster 
interactions with specific pollinators, or seeds with features that aid in dispersion by wind or interactions with animals.  

Instructionally, it is not necessary to focus on presenting students with as many interactions/structures as possible. 
Instead, time should be taken to allow students to observe patterns in interactions (between same species, or 
different species) and allow students to present arguments with how these interactions increase reproductive success. 
Students should closely examine the interactions searching for a cause-effect relationship between the behavior and 
reproductive success.  

Internal and external structures that help an organism survive in their environments (e.g. swim bladder in fish), but 
not associated with reproduction, but have been covered in third grade. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. Adaptations help plants and animals survive in their environment and attract a mate. 
2. Structural adaptations are the way a plant or animal looks or is made (coloration, patterns, pollination 

features) which helps it survive and attract a mate, and behavioral adaptations are the way an animal behaves 
(vocalization, hunting in groups, weaving/pebbles for mating) which helps it survive and attract a mate. 

3. There is a cause and effect relationship between adaptations and reproductive success. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information of various adaptations in plants and animals in order to show 
how these adaptations help with survival highlighting that the structure/function of certain adaptations 
contribute to survival and reproductive success. 

2. Develop and use a model in order to distinguish between structural/behavioral adaptations highlighting that 
the structure/function of adaptations contribute to survival/reproductive success. 

3. Engage in argument from evidence in order to show the correlation between adaptations and reproductive 
success highlighting that there is a cause/effect relationship between certain adaptations and reproductive 
success.  

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Superheroes and real-life superbeings have special 
abilities.  

• Mangrove trees have become specialized to survive 
in the extreme conditions of estuaries. 

• Blue crabs and oysters live in estuaries and must 
change their behavior according to the surrounding 
waters’ salinity in order to survive. 
*Scroll down and find the Blue Crabs section. 

• Global climate change continues to put pressure on 
the health and survival of these Arctic organisms, 
making some adaptations detrimental to their 
survival. 
 

Investigative: 

• Weaverbirds build elaborate nests to woo females. 

• Mouthbrooding Cichlid starve to protect their 
young. 

• Shrews form a long caravan to move offspring from 
one location to another. 

• The Himalayan Balsam seed pods explode to 
survive. 

• The Kamehameha Butterfly spends its life on 
mamaki plants. 

• Blood-filled sinuses with the eye sockets of horned 
lizards squirt blood. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_estuaries/est07_adaptations.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_estuaries/est07_adaptations.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_estuaries/est07_adaptations.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_estuaries/est07_adaptations.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_estuaries/est07_adaptations.html
https://www.treehugger.com/natural-sciences/nature-blows-my-mind-weaverbirds-craft-amazing-nests.html
https://youtu.be/c2dPUInKZQ4
https://youtu.be/c2dPUInKZQ4
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/5/shrew-caravan
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/5/shrew-caravan
https://youtu.be/XUOEHDRLDFk
https://youtu.be/XUOEHDRLDFk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haJs6miwWd0K4HECZSKvAcOjDDNgy2xU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haJs6miwWd0K4HECZSKvAcOjDDNgy2xU/view?usp=sharing
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Lesson Resources 

• NEW! Superhero Origin Stories Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with superhero anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.6-1.8 and 7.LS3.1-3.3) 

o Superhero Origin Stories folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Well Adapted in the Arctic (lesson/unit goes with global climate change/Arctic anchoring phenomenon and 
standard 7.LS3.1)  

• What Is My Adaptation? 

• Natural Selection: Bird Beaks  

• Pulelehua Pollinators (GRC lesson goes with the Kamehameha Butterfly investigative phenomenon) 

• More information on horned lizard: 
o The Lizard Shoots Blood from Its Eyes (video) 
o Short-Horned Lizard (article) 

• Bloody Lizard, Chinese Water Deer, and the Shrew-Poo Pitcher Plant (performance task/assessment) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 351 A-G; 425 A-G 
SE: 344-351; 418-425 

5.LS1.1 Compare and contrast animal responses that are 
instinctual versus those that are gathered through the 
senses, processed, and stored as memories to guide their 
actions. 

Content to Explore 

behavioral adaptations 
survival 

structural adaptations 
reproductive success 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBv_A3vD7vgzwnDN-ekhCxhg?e=gPi68d
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EsYzm8rU5hNDkyQa7dqWQzABoKXfXOoLWO3vTTOYtqlQHw?e=gRjBiI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kwuoUSuyXlXzqrypeKNsLuUOpPj0I_KH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iMZxr7uwQhqdqfpvZDUvldHNQXabs6_H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E5MyPDqLo4NbrfQmU2NdfM1KTJ5PDSXe/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xyEt5VidTKQGNLVGpQLMHzUH-VphRT-DYpRUdsNOLYA/edit?usp=sharing
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/00000154-5e01-dd52-ad7f-7f117e870000
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/reptiles/s/short-horned-lizard/?source=A-to-Z
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EWajx4c0MnBIurzU-ObywOoBcmIU2itccSK0Jr4ayKrvJA?e=YUfxaA
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7.LS1.7
Evaluate and communicate evidence that compares and contrasts the advantages and disadvantages of 
sexual and asexual reproduction. 

TDOE Standard Explanation 
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

In the context of Growth and Development of Organisms students should become aware that there are different 
strategies that organisms use for reproduction. The 7.LS3 standards address cellular processes of associated with 
reproduction.  

In sexual reproduction include genetic variation, while asexual reproduction results in far less genetic variation. By 
bundling this standard with discussions of cellular processes, students can compile evidence to explain why genetic 
variation occurs in sexual reproduction. Students should consider the origin of the genetic information in the offspring. 

Learning Targets - DCIs 
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. Advantages of sexual reproduction: produces genetic variation in the offspring, the species can adapt to new
environments due to variation, which gives them a survival advantage, a disease is less likely to affect all the
individuals in a population.

2. Disadvantages of sexual reproduction: requires two organisms and more time and energy are needed to find a
mate.

3. Advantages of asexual reproduction include: the population can increase rapidly when the conditions are
favorable, only one parent is needed, it is more time and energy efficient as you don't need a mate.

4. Disadvantages of asexual reproduction: does not lead to genetic variation in a population, species may only be
suited to one habitat, and disease may affect all the individuals in a population.

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information in order to show similarities and differences between sexual
and asexual reproduction highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of the two types of reproduction
(patterns).

2. Develop and use a model comparing how asexual and sexual reproduction affect genetic variation in offspring.
3. Construct an explanation predicting how biodiversity in an environment would be affected by sexual

reproduction compared to asexual reproduction in an organism.

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Superheroes and real-life superbeings have special 
abilities.

• Many species of whiptail lizards are all female that 
reproduce without males.

• Some organisms, like the starfish, can reproduce 
both sexually and asexually.

Investigative: 

• A log from a Russian olive tree left on wet soil grows
roots and eventually grows into a tree.

• Raspberry plants, like the ones in my neighbor’s
yard, have started growing in my yard.

• Earth’s largest known living organism is a Quaking
Aspen grove in Utah known as “Pando”.

Lesson Resources 

• NEW! Superhero Origin Stories Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with superhero anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.6-1.8 and 7.LS3.1-3.3)

o Superhero Origin Stories folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources

• Lizard Reproduction (lesson that goes with lizard anchoring phenomenon)

• Telomeres and Starfish (lesson goes with starfish anchoring phenomenon and standard 7.LS3.3)

• Sexual vs. Asexual Reproduction (interactive)

• Reproduction: One Goal, Two Methods (lesson)

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/extra-chromosomes-allow-all-female-lizards-to-reproduce-without-males#.Wx6m4novyM8
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/extra-chromosomes-allow-all-female-lizards-to-reproduce-without-males#.Wx6m4novyM8
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBv_A3vD7vgzwnDN-ekhCxhg?e=gPi68d
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EsYzm8rU5hNDkyQa7dqWQzABoKXfXOoLWO3vTTOYtqlQHw?e=gRjBiI
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fi0j7ucTDlyZh5BGgl8YG25o1-AVxgsZ?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yx-n6BV9rSKow0CAGDWjU9Yuo18Z-5PMpJv23_3HOao/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uaR06d71z3zTC4EUInodqGFh016Ujrlh/view?usp=sharing
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/reproduction/
https://tn.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/midlit10.sci.splrepro/reproduction-one-goal-two-methods/
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Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 425 A-G 
SE: 418-425 

3.LS1.1 Analyze the internal and external structures that 
aquatic and land animals and plants have to support 
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction. Content to Explore 

sexual reproduction 
genetic variation 

asexual reproduction 
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7.LS1.8 
Construct an explanation demonstrating that the function of mitosis for multicellular organisms is for growth 
and repair through the production of genetically identical daughter cells. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Understanding the significance of mitosis requires that students incorporate conservation of mass into their 
discussions (7.PS1.4). In order for organisms to grow, they must consume matter, and this matter must be broken 
down, and reassembled into the molecules that make up cellular components. Simple questions such as, “How do 
animals grow larger?” allow students to connect their knowledge about the hierarchy of structures in living organisms 
to their models for mitosis, rather than simply learning the phases of mitosis, devoid of any conceptual significance. 

The mechanisms by which DNA moves from parent cell to daughter cell is addressed in 7.LS3.2. Recognizing that growth 
requires mitosis and inputs of matter is central to 7.LS1.8. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. In multicellular organisms individual cells grow and then divide via a process called mitosis, thereby allowing 
organisms to grow , heal, and replace cells. 

2. The organism begins as a single cell that divides successfully to produce many cells, with each parent cell 
passing identical genetic material (two variants of each chromosome pair) to both identical daughter cells. 

3. Cellular division and differentiation produce and maintain a complex organism—cuts heal with the correct cells 
(e.g. skin grows back as skin and not hair) and tissues and organs have specialized cells.  

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information about the purpose of mitosis in multicellular organisms 
(processes of cell/organism growth, damaged cell repair, and cell replacement) highlighting that matter flows 
into, out of, and within the cell (system) creating identical daughter cells. 

2. Develop a model to show the process/phases of mitosis highlighting the passing of identical genetic material 
(matter) between parent cells and identical daughter cells. 

3. Construct an explanation to demonstrate that function of mitosis highlighting that cells create identical copies 
of themselves in the transformation of matter.  

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Superheroes and real-life superbeings have special 
abilities. 

• After a couple of days, the cut on your finger is 
almost gone. 

• My fingernail can heal itself over time. 

Investigative: 

• Baby elephants grow up to be large elephants. 

• Reptiles shed their skin. 

• Planarians can be cut into pieces and regrow their 
entire bodies, even a new head. 

Lesson Resources 

• NEW! Superhero Origin Stories Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with superhero anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.6-1.8 and 7.LS3.1-3.3) 

o Superhero Origin Stories folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Lesson from TDOE: Constructing explanations and designing solutions (lesson goes with cut on finger anchoring 
phenomenon) 

• Phases of Mitosis (article and diagrams) 

• Amoeba Sisters: Mitosis (video) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 233A-G; pgs. 226-233 
SE: 226-233 

5.LS1.1 Compare and contrast animal responses that are 
instinctual versus those that are gathered through the 
senses, processed, and stored as memories to guide their 
actions. 

Content to Explore 

mitosis daughter cells 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://i.imgur.com/aGKFfD4.gif
https://youtu.be/m12xsf5g3Bo
https://youtu.be/m12xsf5g3Bo
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBv_A3vD7vgzwnDN-ekhCxhg?e=gPi68d
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EsYzm8rU5hNDkyQa7dqWQzABoKXfXOoLWO3vTTOYtqlQHw?e=gRjBiI
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A1wy3qV18aS3_aUQ4JDI89TTXVx_Q0L6
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/cellular-molecular-biology/mitosis/a/phases-of-mitosis
https://youtu.be/f-ldPgEfAHI
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7.LS1.9 
Construct a scientific explanation based on compiled evidence for the processes of photosynthesis of cellular 
respiration, and anaerobic respiration in the cycling of matter and flow of energy into and out of organisms. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Photosynthesis and respiration provide plants and animals with the matter needed for growth and the energy needed 
to perform necessary functions.  

Plants get energy directly from the sun and store this energy in chemicals made using carbon dioxide they take in 
through their leaves and water absorbed through their roots. Plants get heavier (grow) using air and water alone.  

Animals are dependent on plants or other animals for food. They take in food and oxygen which allows gives them 
energy they need, as well as the matter required to grow.  

Some organisms are able to release the energy stored in food without sources of oxygen.  

Evidence can be obtained by observing stomata on the underside of plant leaves, observing changes to water pH (due 
to dissolved gases) as a result of photosynthesis in plants such as Elodea. For an additional demonstration, use two 
bowls of sugar water, maintaining one as a control, while adding yeast to the other. From their 7.PS standards, 
students should recognize that the presence of bubbles is evidence that a substance with a boiling point lower than the 
water temperature has been created. This can lead into questioning of the changes and upon recognizing that the 
yeast might be converting sugar into a gas, whether or not significant oxygen was available to the yeast to accomplish 
this aerobically. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

1. Photosynthesis and respiration provide plants and animals with the matter needed for growth and the energy 
needed to perform necessary functions. 

2. Plants get energy directly from the sun and store this energy in chemicals made using carbon dioxide they take 
in through their leaves and water absorbed through their roots. 

3. Plants grow (get heavier) using air and water alone. 
4. Cellular respiration takes place in the cells of plants and animals to convert chemical energy (food) from 

oxygen into ATP. 
5. Anaerobic respiration occurs in some organisms enabling them to release energy stored in food without 

sources of oxygen. 
6. Photosynthesis, cellular respiration and anaerobic respiration work together simultaneously to cycle matter 

including gases and energy in ecosystems. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Plan and carry out an investigation to show photosynthesis is occurring highlighting the invisible inputs and 
outputs of the system.  

2. Develop a model of cellular respiration that explains the inputs and outputs (systems) of the process in 
organisms.  

3. Develop questions to determine if anaerobic respiration is taking place to maintain stability within an 
organism. 

4. Use evidence to construct an explanation describing the processes of photosynthesis, cellular respiration, and 
anaerobic respiration highlighting that energy and matter cycle in and out of organisms. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When M’Kenna was 13, she started losing weight 
and feeling sick all of the time. 

• In 1960, David Latimer planted four seedlings in a 
jug, and he hasn’t watered it since 1972. 

Investigative: 

• A candle under a jar will stay lit longer when there 
is a plant in the jar as well. 

• During the Great Oxygenation Event, oxygen almost 
killed everything. 

• Sunflowers follow the sun. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://www.greenprophet.com/2013/05/terrarium-david-latimer/
https://www.greenprophet.com/2013/05/terrarium-david-latimer/
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/15/the-great-oxygenation-event
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/15/the-great-oxygenation-event
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/15/why-do-sunflowers-follow-the-sun
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• Algae can be used as animal feed and fuel to reduce 
human dependence on fossil fuels. 

• Caterpillars eat leaves but the leaves grow back. 

• A kukui tree can grow out of a small seed. 

• Soil is not needed to grow plants. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! A Medical Mystery Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with M’Kenna anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, and 7.ETS2.1) 

o A Medical Mystery folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Submarine Dilemma (lesson goes with plants in a jug anchoring phenomenon) 

• Carbon Cycle Caterpillar (GRC lesson goes with the caterpillar anchoring phenomenon) 

• Miracle Growth (GRC lesson goes with the kukui tree anchoring phenomenon)  

• Photosynthesis in a Jar (5E lesson) 

• cK-12: Cellular Respiration and Photosynthesis 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 219A-G; 225A-G 
SE: 214-219; 220-225 

5.LS1.1: Compare and contrast animal responses that are 
instinctual versus those that are gathered through the 
senses, processed, and stored as memories to guide their 
actions. 

Content to Explore 

photosynthesis 
anaerobic respiration 

ATP 

cellular respiration 
glucose 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/10/algae-fuel-and-food
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/10/algae-fuel-and-food
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/5/13/air-plants-no-soil-needed
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BgJuOuDa9eTmXhcQZNj9iMQ?e=KO8gz1
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/Es_eGSmsswtCvkQD6-4Z8zgBZbozfgSzG_Pm1YDQsEfBKA?e=Nd8uKj
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/ESJc9URXuGtPiZeaCdhRzVwBi4q-Ky3ZJ1Z7Gi83nkkQtg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q1zdWY-cvtDPK7o9aNMBbjh3iFSH5ns3qnHRPP1WhaQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-DJXYstF55Vo1KJ53bpZ_3EZcIm4UoMuPxLsraCB92I/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bz-B94LGs1Lhd186a4al2Ole3tQyjRSE/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ck12.org/c/life-science/cellular-respiration-and-photosynthesis/lesson/Connecting-Cellular-Respiration-and-Photosynthesis-MS-LS/?collectionCreatorID=3&conceptCollectionHandle=life-science-%3A%3A-cellular-respiration-and-photosynthesis&collectionHandle=life-science
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7.LS2.1 
Develop a model to depict the cycling of matter, including carbon and oxygen, including the flow of energy 
among biotic and abiotic parts of an ecosystem. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

7.LS1.9 and 7.LS2.1 present two different lenses for an organism’s relationship with matter and energy. Standard 
7.LS1.9 belongs to disciplinary core idea LS1 which explores structures and processes at a scale up to a single organism. 
7.LS2.1 extends that scale to address how multiple organisms are interconnected by exchanges of matter and energy 
within an ecosystem.  

In Discussions must include the significance of plants which are able to convert non-food materials into food materials. 
Carbon accounts for a major percentage of a human’s weight. And while carbon dioxide surrounds us, we lose it 
constantly as a result of cellular respiration, and yet we are wholly dependent upon plants to make this source or 
carbon reusable to us.   

Inversely, plants cannot be dependent on a separate set of molecules (abiotic) in order to be able to capture the sun’s 
energy. Plants need the oxygen released by plants to store the sun’s energy or use it immediately. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics 

1. Cycling of matter constantly occurs between biotic (living) and abiotic (nonliving) parts of an ecosystem. 
2. Photosynthesis and cellular respiration roles in the exchange of oxygen and carbon. 
3. The carbon and oxygen cycle extend beyond gas exchange, including but not limited to decomposition, use of 

fossil fuels, and geologic processes (i.e. volcanoes, geysers, etc.). 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Develop and use a model to show the cycling of matter in an ecosystem highlighting the flow of energy and 
matter among the components of an ecosystem.  

2. Construct an explanation of the role of photosynthesis and cellular respiration in terms of the cycling of energy 
and matter including gases within an ecosystem. 

3. Develop and use a model to illustrate the movement of carbon and/or oxygen highlighting the flow of energy 
and matter within an ecosystem. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Algae can be used as animal feed and fuel to reduce 
human dependence on fossil fuels. 

Investigative: 

• If we are what we eat, Americans are corn and soy. 

Lesson Resources 

• TED-Ed: The simple story of photosynthesis and food (video) 

• Carbon Cycle Role-Play 

• Better Lesson – Carbon and Nitrogen Cycle Part 1 (Focus on Carbon Cycle) 

• Better Lesson – Carbon and Nitrogen Cycle Part 2 (Focus on Carbo Cycle) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 362-369 A-G 
SE: 362-369 

6.LS2.3 Draw conclusions about the transfer of energy 
through a food web and energy pyramid in an ecosystem. 
6.LS2.4 Using evidence from climate data, draw 
conclusions about the patterns of abiotic and biotic 
factors in different biomes, specifically the tundra, taiga, 
deciduous forest, desert, grasslands, rainforest, marine, 
and freshwater. 

Content to Explore 

biotic 
carbon cycle 

abiotic 
oxygen cycle 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/10/algae-fuel-and-food
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/10/algae-fuel-and-food
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/6/15/if-we-are-what-we-eat-americans-are-corn-and-soy
https://youtu.be/eo5XndJaz-Y
https://www.calacademy.org/educators/lesson-plans/carbon-cycle-role-play
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/639294/carbon-and-nitrogen-cycles-1-of-2
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/639306/carbon-and-nitrogen-cycles-2-of-2?from=mtp_lesson
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7.LS3.1 
Hypothesize that the impact of structural changes to genes (i.e., mutations) located on chromosomes may 
result in harmful, beneficial, or neutral effects to the structure and function of the organism. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Proteins control the characteristics of an organism, both structurally and physiologically. A single chromosome will 
hold the information needed to produce many numbers of proteins. Each protein is produced by a gene “on” the 
chromosome. Metaphorically, the chromosome is a cookbook filled with recipes (genes) for many different types of 
meals (proteins). 

A change to a gene that is found on a chromosome will influence the protein formed from that gene. This change may 
influence the ability of the protein produced by the gene to perform its’ typical role within an organism. The 
observable characteristics of an organism are an outcome of protein activities. Changes to the observable 
characteristics of an organism may be harmful, beneficial, or have no impact on an organism. 

Students should see that a protein’s shape (e.g. hemoglobin) is essential to its ability to function properly and that the 
shape of the protein is derived from the structure of the gene. Student models should account for the sequence of 
general processes (not specific, technical mechanisms) that connect gene content to observable effects on the 
organism. The models can then be used to explain phenomena related to mutations to genes. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Heredity 

1. Chromosomes are in the nucleus, genes are on chromosomes, and each gene codes for a specific protein 
which controls the characteristics of an organism. 

2. A change to a gene, or mutation, will influence the protein formed from that gene, including the protein’s 
ability to perform its typical job in the organism. 

3. Observable characteristics of an organism are an outcome of protein activities; changes to these 
characteristics, or mutations, may be harmful, beneficial, or neutral. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information for how the function of DNA and proteins are involved in the 
way organisms look, citing evidence to support the explanation. 

2. Develop a model to describe the relationships between the components in the model-DNA, genes, proteins, 
and organisms (structural and physical outcomes). 

3. Refine the model to describe the potential impact of structural changes to genes (mutations) may affect 
protein structure and function and result in observable effects of the organism. 

4. Synthesize evidence and make connections to a phenomenon to make a claim that explicitly supports whether 
the mutation has harmful, beneficial, or neutral effects using the evidence and known scientific information. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Superheroes and real-life superbeings have special 
abilities. 

• 1 in 2 million lobsters are blue. 

• Some American alligators are found to be white.  

• Global climate change continues to put pressure on 
the health and survival of these Arctic organisms, 
making some adaptations detrimental to their 
survival. 

• Blind Cave Fish are missing their eyes. 
 
 
 

Investigative: 

• Insects and arachnids mimic other creatures to 
look threatening or unappetizing, to blend in, or 
to completely camouflage, but they do not choose 
to mimic other creatures.  

• Sickle cell anemia is a rare blood disorder that could 
be beneficial. 

• Some people get sick when they drink milk. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://twitter.com/LarsJohanL/status/1543612532291674115?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1543612532291674115%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublish.twitter.com%2F%3Fquery%3Dhttps3A2F2Ftwitter.com2FLarsJohanL2Fstatus2F1543612532291674115widget%3DTweet
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/b4/58/1c/b4581c0ba31a39456b6a80068c3edfdc.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWdtGuDd8z0
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/natures-masters-of-disguise-maddie-about-science
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/natures-masters-of-disguise-maddie-about-science
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/natures-masters-of-disguise-maddie-about-science
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/natures-masters-of-disguise-maddie-about-science
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/5/malaria-and-sickle-cell-anemia
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/5/malaria-and-sickle-cell-anemia
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Lesson Resources 

• NEW! Superhero Origin Stories Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with superhero anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.6-1.8 and 7.LS3.1-3.3) 

o Superhero Origin Stories folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Well Adapted in the Arctic (lesson/unit goes with global climate change/Arctic anchoring phenomenon and 
standard 7.LS1.6) 

• Mystery Disease (activity goes with the blue lobster anchoring phenomenon) 
o DNA, Proteins, and Mutations (Smore goes with Mystery Disease activity—open this first!) 

• Mutations Performance Assessment (goes with the white alligators anchoring phenomenon) 

• Why Has Sickle Cell Disease Been Passed Down Even Though It Can Have Such Deleterious Effects? 

• Blind Cave Fish (performance task/assessment) 

• The Twins with Different Skin Color (performance task/assessment used with 7.LS3.2 and 7.LS3.3) 

• All Sorts of Mutations: Changes in the Genetic Code (lesson) 

• What is DNA and How Does it Work? (video) 

• Meeting the Mutants (informational) 

• Basic Genetics 

• Lactose Intolerance Map: Population Percentage & Rates (TE page 294 see Engage: My Planet Diary) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 284A-B; 289A-G; 290A-B; 293A-G; 294A-B; 299A-G 
SE:284-289, 290-293; 294-299 

5.LS3.1 Distinguish between inherited characteristics that 
results from a direct interaction with the environment. 
Apply this concept by giving examples of characteristics of 
living organisms that are influenced by both inheritance 
and the environment 
5.LS3.2 Provide evidence and analyze data that plants and 
animals have traits inherited from parents and that 
variations of these traits exist in a group of similar 
organisms. 

Content to Explore 

genes 
chromosomes 

mutations 
proteins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBv_A3vD7vgzwnDN-ekhCxhg?e=gPi68d
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EsYzm8rU5hNDkyQa7dqWQzABoKXfXOoLWO3vTTOYtqlQHw?e=gRjBiI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kwuoUSuyXlXzqrypeKNsLuUOpPj0I_KH/view?usp=sharing
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EtHqxnujkb5KrHDi_bx5sRcBY24pymMJVJrOOeFmVKTeSQ
https://www.smore.com/rszfq-dna-proteins-and-mutations
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EYt4K1i-9SdMruB_PX4qCVAB8mlDNR7U7bwixv9KNKkDdw
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/life-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_1tj9mbxcehuj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cbiEZU0hiNvBlrBNgIynlPxqVasQpvS9Ypmd9pXi6Zc/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17xZvoQBISvuuk1HMB-Sx9p5qmQoLVHvG?usp=sharing
https://www.teachengineering.org/lessons/view/uoh_mutations_lesson01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwibgNGe4aY
https://www.sas.upenn.edu/~mkate/mutations_ms.html
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/
https://wonderingmaps.com/lactose-intolerance/
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7.LS3.2 Distinguish between mitosis and mitosis and meiosis and compare the resulting daughter cells. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Daughter cells produced through mitosis are identical to the parent cells. With the exception of mutations that will 
occur at random, the chromosomes in the daughter cells will be identical to the chromosomes in the parent cell. 
This process is vital to processes such as the growth of organisms or repair to tissues (7.LS1.8). 

Meiosis occurs in organisms that undergo sexual reproduction and the daughter cells are gametes (eggs or sperm). The 
sex cells created in meiosis are not complete. Most cells contain two copies of each chromosome, and therefore two 
copies of each gene to make a protein. Meiosis creates daughter cells that have only one copy of the gene to make a 
particular protein. It is not until a pair of sex cells combine during fertilization that a complete set of DNA is 
accumulated. 

This halving of genetic information means that the organisms that are conceived through sexual reproduction will 
contain a combination of traits, half of which originates from each parent. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Heredity 

1. Daughter cells produced through mitosis, a process vital for growth and repair, are identical to the parent cells. 
2. Meiosis occurs in organisms that undergo sexual reproduction and the daughter cells are gametes—eggs or 

sperm. 
3. The process of meiosis makes incomplete daughter cells with half the number of chromosomes so when they 

(sperm and egg) combine (fertilize) they will create a full DNA set (46 chromosomes) that allows for genetic 
variation in a population due to cross over of genes during the phases of meiosis. 

4. Halving the genetic information means that the organisms that are conceived through sexual reproduction will 
contain a combination of traits, half of which originates from each parent. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Develop a model of the two types of cell division (mitosis vs. meiosis) in order to compare the different 
outcomes of each processes (cause and effect). 

2. Construct an explanation for the process of meiosis resulting in genetic variation within a species (cause and 
effect).  

3. Analyze and interpret data (diagrams/models) from cell cycle/division scenarios to determine whether the 
resulting cells were created through mitosis or meiosis (cause and effect).  

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Superheroes and real-life superbeings have special 
abilities. 

• The seemingly unrelated ladies in this image are not 
just related but are twins. 

Investigative: 

• Roses can reproduce through either pollination or 
cuttings. 

• Humans are diploid but possess haploid cells. 

Lesson Resources 

• NEW! Superhero Origin Stories Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with superhero anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.6-1.8 and 7.LS3.1-3.3) 

o Superhero Origin Stories folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Why Do Lucy and Maria Who Are Twins Look So Different? 

• Twin Teens: One Black, One White, Celebrate Their Differences (video) 

• The Twins with Different Skin Color (performance task/assessment used with 7.LS3.1 and 7.LS3.3) 

• Amoeba Sisters—Mitosis vs. Meiosis: Side by Side Comparison (video) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 271A-G 
SE: 268-271 

5.LS3.2 Provide evidence and analyze data that plants and 
animals have traits inherited from parents and that 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://awesome-table.com/-KHelMz5gz1RHmpuPP9g/view?filterU=heredity
https://awesome-table.com/-KHelMz5gz1RHmpuPP9g/view?filterU=heredity
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBv_A3vD7vgzwnDN-ekhCxhg?e=gPi68d
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EsYzm8rU5hNDkyQa7dqWQzABoKXfXOoLWO3vTTOYtqlQHw?e=gRjBiI
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/life-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_EjqxilCmEGMc
https://youtu.be/JIUK2KSbvvI
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17xZvoQBISvuuk1HMB-Sx9p5qmQoLVHvG?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/zrKdz93WlVk
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Content to Explore variations of these traits exist in a group of similar 
organisms. mitosis 

gametes 
meiosis 

cross over 
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7.LS3.3 
Predict the probability of individual dominant and recessive alleles to be transmitted from each parent to 
offspring during sexual reproduction and represent the genotypic and phenotypic patterns using ratios. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Meiosis produces sex cells that must be combined during fertilization to result in an offspring. Models such as Punnett 
squares are tools that can be used to make sense of the possible genetic combinations that could arise for a single trait 
(at this level). 

Meiosis produces eggs and sperm, whose chromosomal content is represented symbolically (often letters). 
Students could project forward from a set of parent genes, prior to meiosis, into the sex cells represented symbolically 
on the Punnett square. Each square within the predictive field of the Punnett square represents a possible outcome of 
fertilization. 

The cells created during fertilization will have a certain combination of genes (genotype) that will encode for certain 
proteins. The production of these proteins from genes will control the observable characteristics (structural, 
functional, behavioral) in the offspring. These observable characteristics are referred to as the organism’s phenotype. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Heredity 

1. Dominant genes have more protein, so they are more likely to be expressed or that phenotype is shown. 
Recessive genes have less protein, so that phenotype is only seen when TWO recessive alleles are present. 

2. Genotype is the certain combination of genes in cells created during fertilization that will encode for certain 
proteins (e.g. homozygous dominant – AA, homozygous recessive – aa, heterozygous – Aa). 

3. The production of proteins from genes will control the observable characteristics in offspring referred to as 
phenotype. 

4. Punnett squares can be used to predict genotype and phenotype of offspring from sexual reproduction. 
5. Punnett squares predict genetic probability in offspring and each square represents 25% chance of each 

genotype being expressed.  This probability can be expressed in ratios as well. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Use a Punnett square (model) to construct an explanation for how traits are passed from parent to offspring 
highlighting the genotypic and phenotypic patterns.  

2. Use mathematical and computational thinking to show the probability of dominant and recessive alleles 
transmitted during sexual reproduction highlighting the genotypic and phenotypic patterns using ratios. 

3. Analyze and interpret data to predict the probability of a trait being expressed based on the alleles that have 
been crossed and justify the prediction citing evidence from the Punnett square. 

4. Given the probability of genotypes and phenotypes produced by a genetic cross, construct a scientific 
explanation concluding which trait is dominant and which is recessive. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• Superheroes and real-life superbeings have special 
abilities. 

• The seemingly unrelated ladies in this image are not 
just related but are twins. 

• The Fugates of Kentucky have skin bluer than Lake 
Louise. 

• Some organisms, like the starfish, can reproduce 
both sexually and asexually. 

Investigative: 

• Ernest Hemingway was given a six-toed cat that his 
son named Snow White. 

• Thailand’s Moken people have incredibly clear 
underwater vision. 

• Apples come in a variety of colors and taste 
different. 

Lesson Resources 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://awesome-table.com/-KHelMz5gz1RHmpuPP9g/view?filterU=heredity
https://awesome-table.com/-KHelMz5gz1RHmpuPP9g/view?filterU=heredity
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/blue-skinned-people-kentucky-reveal-todays-genetic-lesson/story?id=15759819
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/blue-skinned-people-kentucky-reveal-todays-genetic-lesson/story?id=15759819
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/5/hemingways-polydactyl-cats
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/7/5/hemingways-polydactyl-cats
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/67377639715
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/67377639715
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• NEW! Superhero Origin Stories Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with superhero anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.6-1.8 and 7.LS3.1-3.3) 

o Superhero Origin Stories folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Why Do Lucy and Maria Who Are Twins Look So Different? 

• Twin Teens: One Black, One White, Celebrate Their Differences (video) 

• The Twins with Different Skin Color (performance task/assessment used with 7.LS3.1 and 7.LS3.2) 

• The True Story of the Blue People of Kentucky (article) 

• Telomeres and Starfish (lesson goes with starfish anchoring phenomenon and standard 7.LS1.7) 

• Apple Genetics: A Tasty Phenomenon (investigation goes with the apple investigative phenomenon) 

• More Cats with More Toes (performance task/assessment goes with six-toed cat investigative phenomenon) 

• Basic Genetics 

• What are Traits? (video) 

• Bikini Bottom Genetics 

• Genetics in Harry Potter’s World: Lesson 1 

• How Mendel’s Pea Plants Helped Us Understand Genetics (video) 

• Geniventure 

• Genigames 

• Geniverse Lab 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 300A-B; 305A-G 
SE: 300-305 

5.LS3.1 Distinguish between inherited characteristics and 
those characteristics that result from a direct interaction 
with the environment. Apply this concept by giving 
examples of characteristics of living organisms that are 
influenced by both inheritance and the environment. 

5.LS3.2 Provide evidence and analyze data that plants and 
animals have traits inherited from parents and that 
variations of these traits exist in a group of similar 
organisms. 

Content to Explore 

probability 
dominant 

Punnett square 
genotype 

heterozygous 

alleles 
recessive 

phenotype 
homozygous 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EaoJQXpWuVhMjgSEcvvLuXoBv_A3vD7vgzwnDN-ekhCxhg?e=gPi68d
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EsYzm8rU5hNDkyQa7dqWQzABoKXfXOoLWO3vTTOYtqlQHw?e=gRjBiI
https://sites.google.com/view/modelbasedinquiry/phenomena-ideas/life-sciences?authuser=0#h.p_EjqxilCmEGMc
https://youtu.be/JIUK2KSbvvI
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17xZvoQBISvuuk1HMB-Sx9p5qmQoLVHvG?usp=sharing
https://health.howstuffworks.com/human-body/systems/circulatory/blue-people-kentucky.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uaR06d71z3zTC4EUInodqGFh016Ujrlh/view?usp=sharing
https://agclassroom.org/matrix/lesson/490/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iGtvyqUM1XpkyBcfzqrOAYMxnGj6OUZDeDC5uQx3uoU/edit
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/traits/
https://sciencespot.net/Media/gen_spbobgenetics.pdf
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/sciencemagicmedicine/pdf/lesson1.pdf
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/45503937106
https://learn.concord.org/resources/615/geniventure
https://learn.concord.org/resources/18/genigames
https://learn.concord.org/resources/50/geniverse-lab
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7.ESS3.1 
Graphically represent the composition of the atmosphere as a mixture of gases and discuss the potential for 
atmospheric change. 

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The atmosphere is ~78% nitrogen, ~21% oxygen, ~1% argon, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and other trace gases. The 
services provided by the atmosphere are a product of its microscopic structure. Services range from water cycling, to 
protecting from high energy radiation, or adding stability to Earth’s temperatures. 

Students should examine both the major and trace gases making up Earth’s atmosphere. Discussions regarding the 
potential for atmospheric change should center on how natural biogeochemical cycles and human impacts determine 
its composition. Discussion of atmospheric change should include identification of greenhouse gases and the 
mechanism by which these gases affect climate change. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Earth and Human Activity 

1. Earth’s atmosphere is composed of 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 1% trace gases (argon, water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, other gases) and can be represented in a pie chart. 

2. Natural biogeochemical cycles (nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, water) and human impacts determine the 
atmosphere’s composition. 

3. Human behaviors can increase or decrease an amount of a certain gas in the atmosphere including greenhouse 
gases. If one gas changes, the others will change as a result (good or bad). 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Use mathematical and computational thinking to develop mathematical representations (percentages in a pie 
chart) to show the composition of the atmosphere as a mixture of gases highlighting the potential for 
atmospheric change. 

2. Construct an explanation of the effect of biogeochemical cycles on the potential change in the composition of 
the atmosphere. 

3. Design a solution to human behaviors outlining the impact of the behavior on the atmosphere (stability and 
change/cause and effect). 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When a jar is placed under a lit candle, the candle 
will be extinguished. 

Investigative: 

• The gases inside out bodies are the same gases 
released during volcanic eruptions. 

• The burps and farts of cows can change the 
atmosphere. 

Lesson Resources 

• Lesson from TDOE: Analyzing and interpreting data (lesson goes with candle jar anchoring phenomenon) 

• Modeling Atmospheric Changes Due to Automobiles (lesson goes with jar anchoring phenomenon and 7.ESS3.2) 

• Khan Academy: Intro to biogeochemical cycles 

• NASA: The Causes of Climate Change 

• How Do Greenhouse Gases Actually Work? (video) 

• How Can Farms and Forests Coexist? (video) 

• Science Snacks: Our Changing Atmosphere (investigation) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 536-573F 
SE: 536-573 

6.ESS3.1 Differentiate between renewable and 
nonrenewable resources by asking questions about their 
availability and sustainability. Content to Explore 

atmosphere 
oxygen 

carbon dioxide 

nitrogen 
argon 

greenhouse gases 

water vapor 
climate change 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://youtu.be/FSVG2CQvPU0
https://youtu.be/FSVG2CQvPU0
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MOq4VarwEDTMrP4fxur2pY5RGqnnxOhZ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h-Q_POfjTBm6hVhgqo6zF2zn0AswyaEx/view?usp=sharing
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/ecology/biogeochemical-cycles/a/introduction-to-biogeochemical-cycles
https://climate.nasa.gov/causes/
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/how-do-greenhouse-gases-actually-work
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/farms-forests-agroforestry
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/our-changing-atmosphere
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7.ESS3.2 Engage in a scientific argument through graphing and translating data regarding human activity and climate.  

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

The industrialization of many nations has increased the rate that humans extract resources from the Earth. The 
processing of natural resources and creation of synthetic materials has changed patterns in global temperatures, 
including areas not developed or occupied by humans. Examples of changes to natural systems could include changes 
to timing of migration patterns or life cycles of organisms, or changes to glaciers and arctic ice. The behavior of natural 
systems can accelerate the effects of human activities. Warming the atmosphere increases the amount of water that 
can be held in the atmosphere, thus when it does rain, the amount of rainfall will be greater, increasing instances of 
flooding or heavier snowfalls. 

Arguments constructed should cite evidence that correlates changes in the patterns for natural processes with 
changes in the patterns of human activities. Data sets can include levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, the 
temperature of the earth, levels of energy use, efficiency of energy use, glacial land areas, ocean water levels, areas of 
polar ice, and areas of forested land. Human activities include the release of greenhouse gases. Extension of this 
discussion should address the use of scientific understanding and engineering to drive future decision making. 

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Earth and Human Activity 

1. The processing of natural resources and creation of synthetic materials has changed patterns in global 
temperatures and natural systems (i.e. timing and migration patterns, life cycles of organisms, or changes to 
glaciers and arctic ice). 

2. Human behaviors can increase or decrease an amount of a certain gas in the atmosphere including greenhouse 
gases. If one gas changes, the others will change as a result (good or bad).  

3. Human activity such as burning fossil fuels, use of cattle, respiration, deforestation, etc. creates heat-trapping 
gases resulting in a warmer atmosphere. 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information about the impact of human activity and how it affects the 
stability of the atmosphere. 

2. Design a solution to human behaviors outlining the impact of the behavior on the atmosphere (stability and 
change/cause and effect). 

3. Use evidence to engage in argument to show the relationship between human activity and climate change 
highlighting the patterns in data between human activity and climate change. 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When a jar is placed under a lit candle, the candle 
will be extinguished. 

Investigative: 

• The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere changes as 
the seasons change. 

• Burning fossil fuels is changing the pH of the ocean. 

Lesson Resources 

• Modeling Atmospheric Changes Due to Automobiles (lesson goes with candle jar anchoring phenomenon and 
7.ESS3.1) 

• NASA: Climate Change: How Do We Know? 

• Mapping Greenhouse Gas Emissions Where You Live (lesson) 

• Carbon Through the Seasons (lesson goes with seasons investigative phenomenon) 

• Getting to the Core: The Link Between Temperature and Carbon Dioxide (lesson) 

• Corals and Chemistry (lesson goes with ocean pH investigative phenomenon) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://youtu.be/FSVG2CQvPU0
https://youtu.be/FSVG2CQvPU0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h-Q_POfjTBm6hVhgqo6zF2zn0AswyaEx/view?usp=sharing
https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/
https://archive.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/documents/mapping-emissions.pdf
https://archive.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/documents/carbon-through-the-seasons.pdf
https://archive.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/documents/temp-and-co2.pdf
https://archive.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/documents/corals-and-chemistry.pdf
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Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE: 574-599F 
SE: 574-599 

6.ESS3.2: Investigate and compare existing and 
developing technologies that utilize renewable and 
alternative energy resources. 

6.ESS3.3: Assess the impacts of human activities on the 
biosphere including conservation, habitat management, 
species endangerment, and extinction. 

Content to Explore 

atmosphere 
greenhouse gases 

carbon dioxide 
climate change 
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7.ETS2.1 

Examine a problem from the medical field pertaining to biomaterials and design a solution taking into 
consideration the criteria, constraints, and relevant scientific principles of the problem that may limit 
possible solutions.  

TDOE Standard Explanation  
Taken from the TN Science Standards Reference Document (updated 2019) 

Fields such as material sciences depend heavily on the advancement of scientific understanding. The on-going 
advancement of these fields is pushed by progress in science. The development of new biomaterials also requires 
consideration for the long-term effects of medical materials that may be used internally, such as heart valves. Finding 
solutions for material use in the body is difficult. Bioengineers must consider strength, flexibility, durability, and 
chemical inactivity depending on its role. Students should think about chemical and physical properties of materials 
and chemical reactivity while engineering design solutions that can be employed to help people with human genetic 
disorders or mutations.  

Learning Targets - DCIs  
Links Among Engineering, Technology, Science, and Society 

1. In the event of a medical problem or genetic disorder, scientists and engineers develop solutions for organisms 
that help them carry out life processes. 

2. Biomaterials solve the problems while meeting appropriate criteria and constraints (strength, flexibility, 
durability, chemical inactivity, physical and chemical properties, and cost effectiveness). 

Tasks and Assessments—SEPs & CCCs 
Each task and assessment correspond with a learning target. 

1. Construct an explanation about a problem in the medical field and identify the cause to design a solution to 
reduce or remove the impact on the organism. 

2. Design a solution to show understanding of biomaterials and their uses in the medical field highlighting the 
criteria and constraints that may limit possible solutions (structure and function). 

Phenomena—Anchoring & Investigative 
Anchoring phenomena- carry through the entire unit; Investigative phenomena- supports the anchoring phenomenon 

Anchoring: 

• When M’Kenna was 13, she started losing weight 
and feeling sick all of the time. 

• A baby’s life was saved with a 3D printed device that 
restored his breathing. 

Investigative: 

• A spinach leaf was transformed into beating human 
heart tissue. 

Lesson Resources 

• UPDATED! A Medical Mystery Teacher Guide (storyline unit taught with M’Kenna anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, and 7.ETS2.1) 

o A Medical Mystery folder with student journal, handouts, and other resources 

• Biomedical Engineering Design Solution (investigation goes with 3D printed device anchoring phenomenon and 
standards 7.LS1.5 and 7.LS3.1) 

• Engineering Solutions to Biomedical Problems (article) 

• Broken Bones and Biomedical Materials (engineering challenge) 

Textbook Connections Previous Standard(s) 

TE:442-535H 
SE:442-535 

5.ETS2.3 Identify how scientific discoveries lead to new 
and improved technologies. 

4.ETS2.2 Determine the effectiveness of multiple 
solutions to a design problem given the criteria and the 
constraints. 

4.ETS2.3 Explain how engineers have improved existing 
technologies to increase their benefits, to decrease 
known risks, and to meet societal demands (artificial 
limbs, seatbelts, cell phones). 

Content to Explore 

biomaterials 
constraints 

criteria 
biomedical engineering 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18QKerGxoC_mxwXXbfwU0nUg54rlyl_8j
https://youtu.be/O82nC9ro6Io
https://youtu.be/O82nC9ro6Io
https://www.dogonews.com/2017/8/29/spinach-leaf-transformed-into-beating-human-heart-tissue
https://www.dogonews.com/2017/8/29/spinach-leaf-transformed-into-beating-human-heart-tissue
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/EbPrOpUG5r5Ahrkq5krn8Q0BgJuOuDa9eTmXhcQZNj9iMQ?e=KO8gz1
https://rcschools-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/finleys_rcschools_net/Es_eGSmsswtCvkQD6-4Z8zgBZbozfgSzG_Pm1YDQsEfBKA?e=Nd8uKj
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1to8HW6FJvtOByM8CwetOZInTsLYvrnRc?usp=sharing
https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2010/12/engineering-solutions-biomedical-problems
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/bones_sue

